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Mental Health
Needs Nurse's

Alumni Association Awards Scholarships
To Five 'Outstanding* Eastern Students
By BOB LEWIS

Other Worker*

ceivlng the scholarship for the! boy receiving the scholarship School where she distinguished
fourth year. Raker, who gradu- is Stephen Holt, a Junior Eng- herself with outstanding scholability.
ated from CarroU County High I llsh major from WurUand, Ky. astic
The other recipients are
School In 106S as valedictorian I Receiving the award for the
of his senior class, was the | third year Stephen, the son of Janet Sue Phelps and Deborah
first recipient of the Alumni Mr. and Mrs. William M Holt, Lee Culver both sophomores
and second year recipients.
Scholarship during the fall graduated from Wurtland High Miss Culver Is a physical edusemester of 1988-84. Raker, a School as the valedictorian of cation major from Frankfort,
senior mathematics major, has his class, and has distinguished
distinguished himself while here himself at Eastern with mem- Ky. She is the daughter of Mrs.
A. Culver end a
at Eastern as editor of the bership In Kappa Iota EpsUon Margaret
graduate of Shelbyville High
Progress, First Vice-Presldent and Omlcron Alpha Kappa,
School.
of Kentucky IntecoUeglate both honor societies.
Miss Phelps Is an elementary
Press Association, and by mem- Other Recipients Announced education
major from Mealry,
The other three-year winner,
bership In Wtoo'e Who In Amerwhere she graduated from
ican Colleges and Universities Pamela S. Arnett, daughter of Meade Memorial High School
Mr. and Mrs. Swing Arnett Is
while a Junior.
as co-aalutatorian of her classBesides Raker, there are four a Junior majoring In chemistry. She Is the daughter of Mr. sad
other Eastern students recelv- She Is from Middlesboro, Ky., Mrs. Edwin R Phelps.
lng the award. The only other > and attended Bell County High

Special Staff Write*
J. W. Thurman, Director of
One of the most frustrating Alumni Affairs here at EastJobs in the world of mental ern, announced this week the
health is finding and keeping recipients of the annual Alumnurses and other female work- ni Scholarship award for the
ers to help run hospitals and 1866-67 school year.
In explaining the purpose of
clinics, according to the Kentucky Mental Health Manpower the award, Mr. Thurman said,
"The Eastern Alumni AssociaCommission.
tion felt that there were many
The Commission believes it ££££ m"the~state deserving
has a partial answer■—"*•*•" ^ opportunity to attend ccJeasler for mothers to work by ,
^ ^^ lt mltiated the
providing good care for their scholarship program to help
young children.
provide the means of obtainWorking with the Kentucky ing a college education to
Mental Health Department, the worthy and outstanding stuMl Thursday evening at the pep rally In the
Commission is operating a new dents."
BEOKY SIZES welcomes a newly chosen
'ootball field. A new "Colonel" was selected
The award is given on the
Kiddie Care Center at Eastern
freshmen to the ^^SSSLS^tlSZ
to boost the team along this coming year.
basis of applications submitted
State Hospital In Lexington.
ootnpeUUon for three cheerieedlng positions
As a result, the hospital has to the Alumni Association by
been able to hire two more students who have been recnurses and a aide and another ommended by an alumnus of
nurse plans to begin working Eastern. The Alumni Scholarthis month. Fifteen children ship Committee then reviews
are attending the center. There the applications and awards the
scholarship on the basis of the
is room for 17 others.
need of the student and bis
Operating along Kentucky past scholastic achievement
Linda Is from Stanford. Paul Child Welfare Department Once the scholarship Is awardFedderaen,
and
Paula
FltaBy JUDV WIOGLESWOBTH
gerald, and they In turn led Narducd, a Junior from Bethle- guidelines, the modern center "j"^ recipient receives It unhem, Penn., was chosen as gives the children a chance to, m he empfctss his undergradAt last Wednesday's tryouU the onlookers In a pep rally.
, . play with other children and Mtt work provided he malnJovita Dick, Sandra Dobson, 'Colonel."
In Hanger Stadium, two new
The Judging team consisted
freshman cheerleaders and a Linda Harris, Kathy Thomas, of Paul Seyfrit, Dean of Men; with toys designed to stimulate tama a 3 0 „„, gj] standing,
i^, number of scholarships
"Colonel" were chosen. While and Sally Weaver were chosen James Baechtold, head basket- creativity and Imagination.
Earl Staton, executive direc- depends on the amount of
the Judges) chose five finalists as the five finalists and per- ball coach; Roy Kldd, head footout of the 38 participants, formed three cheers as a team. ball coach; Miss Dorothy Klrk- tor of the Manpower Commis- money collected during the anBecky Slier, cheerleader cap- The Judges then announced patrlck, cheerleadlng sponsor; sion, says opening of the center nual scholarship fund drive,
tain. Introduced the old cheer- that Jovita Dick and Linda and Miss Jane West, KTMA climaxes a year of Joint re- and this year five students
search and planning between the have been awarded the scholleader*, Sarann Shepherd, Ann Harris had been chosen. Jovita sponsor.
Commission and hospital In an arship.
Miller, Peggy Mannen, Jerl is from West Milton, Ohio, and
First Recipient
effort to provide the best of
Debbie Culver, William Raker, Jan Phelps,
ACCEPTING ALUMNI Scholarship checks
William A. Raker, son of Mr.
care and pre-school education
and Pam Arnett.
from J. W. Thurman, Director of Alumni
and
Mrs.
Harold
W.
Raker,
of
for the children who attend. The
Affairs,
are,
left
to
right,
Stephen
Holt,
Carroll
County,
is
presently
reCommission is a federally supported body that works closely
with the Mental Health Department.
Staton said he and members
John L. Vlckers, Assistant to
of his staff gained Insight into
the President, has taken a seven
how to set up the center partly
The Polity Society, the Po- weeks leave from his duties here
by visiting a similar center at
litical Science Honorary So- to become the chairman of orFriday, Oct 7, A through O.
Milestone pictures are being
the Baptist Memorial Hospital
ciety, will sponsor a discussion ganisation for "Kentucklans for
Monday, Oct 10,-H through
made in Room 200 of the Keen
In Memphis. Two private ina
Better
Constitution."
Heron Oct. 11, at 4:10 in the Grise
College seniors preparing toby many targe school districts Johnson Student Union Build- P.
dustries in Kentucky have set
bert
Veaclo
is
acting
coordinator
__
I.H...
_*
.
»al
#«A*-n*-«
l*»
the
u>
room. The topic wU be the ProTuesday. Oct 11, Q through
up similar centers.
teach school may take the Na- as one of several factors In the ing from Sept 38 to Oct 17
posed Revision of the Consti- of Student Financial Aids until
The center Is non-profit and tional Teacher Examinations selection of new teachers and from 10 sun. to * pn. and 5
Vlckers
finishes
this
project
on
tution of the Commonwealth of
by several states for certifica- p.m. to 8 p.m.
Girls wear medium .
money for its operation comes
November 8.
Kentucky.
solely from parents whose chil- on any of the four different tion or licensing of teachers. Sophomore pictures will be blouse or sweater; no large
The purpose of this project Is
**.-. test dates umounced today by Some colleges also require all made according to the follow- earrings or other Jewelry;
A panel of four, consisting
?eB are
dren use it. Charges
are based
gain support for the proposed
Testing Service, a seniors preparing to teach to ing schedules!
pearls are permissible. Men
of a local lawyer, a faculty to
on ability to pay. For Instance, Educational
revised constitution before It apWednesday, Oct. », L through wear medium or dark coat sad
member,
ana two students wlU
employee earning under nonprofit, educational organi- take the examinations.
memb
TL ^J^n'nMembsra P»«™ °" ">e November 8 ballot
zation
Milch
prepares
and
adLeaflets
indicating
school
tie. (No loud sport
88,000 a year will pay $8 a week,
P.
this testing program. systems and state departments
Thursday, Oct 8, Q through please.)
while a parent making over ministers
greatest potential for getting
New
dates
for
the
testing
of
of
education
which
use
the
exIt Is Important
$5,000 will pay $12 a week.
Charles R. Coy, L.L.B., a support for the project will be
prospective teachers are Jan. amination results ere distrib- Z. Junior pictures will be made make your appointment If your
So far, the center plans to opprominent Richmond attorney; on the campuses throughout the
according to the following picture Is to appear in the 1SCT
erate on a daytime 7:30-4:30 7, March 18, July 1, and Oct. uted to colleges by ETS.
Dr. Allan Ragan, sponsor of state."
7, 1987. The tests will be given
Common BwmtasHons
shift
only,
unless
the
demand
schedules:
the Political Honorary Society
JOHN
VICKEBS
"We are making every effort
On each full day of testing,
Increases for a night shift too. at nearly 500 locations throughand head of the summer Work- to organise the student bodies
If the Kiddie Care Center con- out the United States, ETS prospective teachers may take
shop on the Proposed Constitu- on each campus for the purpose organizations actively supportthe Common Examinations,
tion; Pat Graham and Ed San- of getting out a big vote on ing the proposed revised con- tinues to be successful, other said.Results Used In Hiring
which measure the professionhospitals under the
Mental
ders, students who attended the November 8. We urge each stu- stitution.
Results of the National al preparation and general culWorkshop for the Proposed dent to inform himself on this
Vicker's office is In the Bet- Health Department may also Teacher Examinations are used tural background of teachers,
Constitution.
document so he can vote intel- ter Roads Council Headquarters set up day-care centers for emand one of is Teaching Area
The moderator of the discus- ligently on election day." These In Lexington. From this loca- ployees' children, Staton says.
Examinations which measure
sion will be Mike Stokes, presi- comments were also made by tion he travels throughout the
mastery of the subject they
Eastern Kentucky Univerdent of the Polity Society. All Vlckers In a Progress interview. state, handles correspondence,
expect to teach
sity, in association with the
This year Eastern's freshmen
He continued by saying that
Students, faculty and adminisProspective
teachers
should
The officers of TDC are BUI
Richmond Community Concert
trators are welcome and are the "general feeling of those and calls people to discuss the Democrats Clubs of Kentucky Clements, president, from Mor- contact the school systems In Association, promises some of have been introduced to a new
urged to attend. The proposed who have worked closely with document and to direct county Club was honored as the most ganfleld; Mac Goodlett, vice- which they seek employment, the most stunning artists this type of Assembly program
which replaces the weekly Oroutstanding college club of its
Constitution will be put to the the program Is that success in organisational support.
or their colleges, for specific
"Kentucklans for a Better type at a meeting of the Young president, Lawrenceburg; Patsy advice on which examinations season. The programs am ientation classes held in the
people of the Commonwealth the passage of this charter must
Palmer, secretary, Cynthtana;
varied and will represent many past All first-semester freshby a referendum on Nov. 8. All come through professional ed- Constitution" was formed by Democrats Club of Kentucky and Vlckt Roberta, treasurer, to take and on which dates areas of music.
cltlsens of the state who have in Frankfort Saturday.
men students have been divided
dtlsens should be informed on ucators and college students."
they should be taken.
Owenton.
There
are
presently
The artists for this
into two individual groups and
"Believe me, lt was a pleas- 78 members and lt Is still growVicker's main responsibility Is worked with and supported the
the Proposed Constitution sad
A Bulletin of Information will Include:
are required to meet in Brock
should take this opportunity to coordinating county organisa- revised document. The current ant shock. We Just weren't ex- ing.
containing a list of test cenFrank
Ouarrera,
versatile
do so. There will be ample op- tion work In ">pperat]on with constitution was drafted from pecting it," said Dr. Joseph - ^.These ,.kids shoulder tb*«r ters, and information about the young American baritone of Auditorium along with their assigned advisors on alternating
--.
portunity for questions that the KentucK, B^^/Jp As- 1890 to ioT«^^ .JA. eponcir.c*-*"-*^
\ -^satiens, — 'T*"' "jf
MtropbHtan Opera,
Co-chairmen
The asaembUec
iiiKsu of
«» this
—•«. Bgroup
.—i- are-' "We knew we had a good or- pan, wHthe "burden any w>* Registration Form, may be ob- J»
might arise concerning the pro- sociation, the League of Women
Grant Johannesen, favorite Wednesdays.
there's
an
effort
to
reach
the
posed Constitution. This would Voters, the Kentucky Rural State Senator Gibson Downing ganizatlon but didn't think any young voters of Kentucky. Po- tained from college placement pianist of the Bell Telephone will consist of a variety of edbe a good time to clear any of Electric Cooperative Coopera- of Lexington, and John Fred | honors would come from it"
officers, school personnel dewho has shown 'Depth ucational as well as entertainRecognition came at the state litical problems and public afi partments, or directly from Na- Hour,
them up.
tion, student groups, and other Williams, Vice President^ of
and Grandeur" In his perform- ing activities.
fairs
are
things
all
young
peoAshland Oil In Ashland. Each convention in Owensboro. Easttional Teacher Examinations,
President Robert R Martin
County has a chairman or co- ern's representative to the con- ple should be made cognisant Box 11, Educational Testing ances.
Ruth Pages International welcomed students to the openof,"
remarked
Dr.
Howard,
In
chairmen to work with the state vention presented the certifiService, Princeton, N.J. 08840. Ballet a company of 60 includ- ing program last Wednesday
cate Monday at the college explanation of their unexpected
committee.
ing an orchestra and featuring morning by introducing represuccess,
group's weekly meeting
sentatives from the various remany famous guest artiste.
Dick Schory and his Percus- ligious organisations that are
sion Pops Orchestra, featuring available to them here at East30 musicians playing over 200 ern. Bach representative si lies
brass, woodwln, string and per- ed to the student the Importance of religion in his life away
cussion instruments.
The season's performances from home.
The current cuutroveisy over Administration Building and
will begin with Frank OuarUrged to Sunday Meetiags
complete the cards. One of the
the students' status and
rera, baritone. Oct IS, In
Reverend Overcaah from the
cards
will
be
sent
to
the
local
sponsibllity toward the draft
Kentucky students seeking Hiram Brock Auditorium. Since First Presbyterian Church urged
has resulted In statements from draft boards and a copy will be
loans under the State's higher his meteoric rise to fame fol- students to attend the college
kept on file here for record
the administration.
education
scholarship
fund lowing his winning of the classes held on Sunday morning
purposes. A student may come
should apply through their col- Metropolitan Auditions of the as well as the fellowship group
; Merita's Stand
to the Registrars Office for delege or university, says Ted C. Ah* at 21. Mr. Ouarrera has which meets the same evening.
President Martins philosophy tails.
Gilbert, executive secretary of become one of America's moat
"The Baptist Student Union
on the students' responribUlty
TJte IBM cards validate enthe Council on Public Higher the Metropolitan than any other la our link between the college
to the draft Is that the school rollment here at Eastern. If
baritone, but Is also a regular and the church," said Reverend
Education.
is going to treat the students anyone has received or does
The six per cent loans will be guest star with the opera com- E. N. Perry of the First Baptist
as the adults they claim to receive induction papers, he ta
obtained from local banks, Gil- panies of San Francisco, Cin- Church. Reverend Perry inbe. The students must handle urged to report Immediately to
cinnati. New Orleans and Philabert says.
vited the freshmen to Join in all'
transactions with the selective the Registrars Office and proUndergraduates may obtain delphia.
eervice boards themselves. cedures will be carried out the
Mr. Guerrera's nearly 30 activities at the Student Union.
loans of up to $1,000 a year and
On Sunday
evenings the
Their responsibility is to stay same day for sending the needgraduate students up to $1,600. roles In "Rlgoletto" and "The Christian Student Fellowship
Informed on existing situations ed information of student enThe $4-million-a-year fund will operatic roles include the title group convenes at the First
and policies and to keep draft rollment to the draft board. All
be administered by United Stu- Barber of Seville," Count de Christian Church. Mr. Charles
boards up-to-date on their students should check with his
dent Aid Funds, Inc., a private Luna In "11 Trovatore," Mar- Coy, a representative from the
local
draft
board
to
find
out
status.
non-profit corporation set up to cello in "La Boheme," Count church, stressed how the stuwhat
information
is
needed,
and
The University's policy is that
guarantee student loans. Stu- Almaviva in "The Marriage of dents are truly needed and althen
Inform
the
registrar
of
all glades end reports on trandents pay off their loan to Figaro," and Scarpia in "Tos- ways welcome here.
the
information
requirements.
script are confidential and not
ca."
USAF.
Thought to Philosophy
Dean
Ambrose,
"Check
Board"
Full-time students may be
to be disseminated. The UniverReverend John J. McGulre,
Charles
Ambrose,
Deanof
admitted to the concerts by
sity does not furnish Informashowing Identification Cards. assistant pastor of St Mark's
tion on a student's enrollment Admissions, states, "We know
Others will be admitted through Catholic Church, asked students
grades, or point standing to nothing about the Selective Serto give serious thought to the
season concert tickets.
any draft board unless the stu- vice System because the local
study of philosophy in their curboards
and
the
national
services
dent specifically requests the
riculum. Father McGulre stated
have not sent us any informaAuditions foi singers for
Registrars Office to do so.
that this study of right reason
tio.
Therefore
each
student
the
84th
annual
Eastern
MesTire IBM Ceres Important
would be a great aid in correlatmust
check
with
his
own
board
siah
performance
will
be
held
In this fall's IBM card packet
ing your own subjects.
and
then
advise
us
as
to
what
from
7
p.m.
to
9
p.m.
Tuesday
there were two IBM cards per- Information Is required by his
The Canterbury Club meets
and
Wednesday,
Oct.
11
and
taining to the draft The male
every
Sunday
evening
at
12, in room 828>of the Foster
students were to fill out the board."
Christ's Episcopal Church,
Dean Ambrose stressed the
Music Building.
cards giving the requested InHenry Price, who represented ;
Singers selected from these
formation if he wanted the cot- fact that each local draft board
this religious group, welcomed
auditions will Join Eastern's
tage to send his academic sta- is autonomous and that draft
all freshmen to attend these
Concert Choir and Symphony
tus to his local draft board. If situations vary from board to
gatherings.
Orchestra In performances of
the card was not completed and board. He requests that stuReverend Robert Scott from
Handel's Oratorio on Dereturned during registration, dents not come to his office
the STrst Methodist Church
cember 18 and 19 In Hiram
the information win not be sent for information on their draft
cordially
invited all students to
Brock Auditorium under the
to the draft boards. If anyone boards or the selective service
the Methodist Campus Center.
system
as
his
office
does
not
direction
of
Thomas
Lanwho did not fill out the two
Reverend Scott urged them to
caster. Rehearsals will be
IBM cards or has changed his have any such information to
attend Sunday morning etas*
held
on
Mondays
from
7
to
release.
He
said
that
his
ofrated about informing the local
and Join in the church choir.
8
p.m.
beginning
on
October
fice
would
exhaust
all
methods
draft boards of his academic
of Richmond. They watched Eastern beat
17.
FRANK GUERBEBA
status wishes to do so, he may of finding out Information to BUNDLED UP in the rain and cold are sophoMurray 27-8 in the first home game Friday.
now come to the Registrars keep students up-to-date <
mores Sue Moberly and Ken Spurlock, both
draft
developments.
Office in the basement of the
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Roy Watson
Sharon Stonccipher
Jim Wlhebrtnk
Saundra Murphy
Nancy Prlnxel
Cralg Ammerman
Mike Jacob*

No Second Class Students

Restricted Admissions Policy Absurd
THE QUESTION as to whether or not
there are first and second class college students in the state had never occurred to us
until a recent editorial in the student publication of a sister university in Kentucky
made such startling implications.
The idea presented in that editorial
was that there are two levels of higher education in the state—the University of Kentucky is placed first and the other four state
universities are considered to be second
rate.
The author's concern was with the expanding college enrollments and with what
could be done with such a problem. The
proposal was that only the exceptionally
bright and promising students be admitted
to the Lexington campus and that "students
who have little chance to succeed" be shifted
off on the other universities in the state.
Such a radical proposal is absurd. It
is contrary to the American ideal of equal
opportunity for all and to the conception
that institutions of higher learning are
created for the good of those they can serve.
No public school exists for its own benefit
but for the benefit of the state which supports it.
Neither the University of Kentucky
nor any other public institution in the state
has the prerogative of denying its services
to ANY resident of Kentucky. Our system of higher education has operated from
its enception on an open-door policy. The
editorial contends that such policy has been
challenged by some administrators and faculty members (we assume the administrators and faculty mentioned are from UK).
Perhaps this is so, but a closed-door or restricted admissions policy would certainly
be more severely challenged by tax payers.
UK complains that it does not have the
"endowment nor the state supported budget
to adequately educate every Kentuckian who
may wish to come to the Lexington campus." This statement merits being scrutinized. For the current biennium, UK received almost twice the amount of state
appropriations as did the other four state
universities combined. If the University,
on such a super-saturated budget, cannot
"properly educate" the students who would
elect to enroll there, how can the other institutions, on budgets that are only a fraction of UK's, be expected to do so?
We wonder how or why UK could take

I

i

the attitude that because a student is des- ulty and publishing administrators who are
tined to flunk out (Is there such a thing as not overly concerned with counselling a
a student being destined for failure from freshman or who are too sophisticated to
teach in a manner that underclassmen can
the start?) he should be turned away from
comprehend?
Lexington, with what amounts to a slap
The writer who proposed restricted adin the face, and sent to Richmond or Bowl- mission at UK should seriously reconsider
ing Green.
his impractival, unrealistic idea. How can
What is meant by "Studies have shown anyone fail to recognize the repercussions
that students compete with less success at of advocating denying someone the opinstitutions granting doctoral level graduate portunity of pursuing an education at the
work than they do at those offering only school of his choice, especially when the
bachelors or a master's degree program?" student is a Kentucky resident and the
We would like to know where such "stu- school is a publicly supported university?
dies" were conducted and who conducted
This paper's opinion is expressed in
them. Could it be that undergraduate stu- die words of President Martin, who redents don't compete successfully at such marked recently: "We don't want secondinstitutions because, as undergraduates, they or third-class citizens." We don't think
are discriminated against by researching fac- anyone else does either.

GEE! ONLY 240 DAYS UNTIL SCHOOL'S OUT
For Student Benefit

Campus Health Services Improved
SINCE LAST SPRING, a number of
changes have occurred on Eastern's campus
that have benefirted, and will continue to
benefit, the students directly.
One such change is found in the many
improvements in the Student Health Services.
The Infirmary, now renovated and redecorated, has been more thoroughly equipped to meet the minor medicinal needs of
students, faculty, and staff.
This year, a full-time physician has
been employed by the University as director of the Student Health Services. An additional full-time nurse and a derk-recepi
tionist have also been added to the staff.
These, and many other changes, that
have been so very rnuch demanded by our
exploding enrollment, have been arranged
at a great expense to the institution. The
fact that such attention has been given to
this particular area of student affairs, where
it was needed, indicates that more than
ever the University is concerning itself wjith
the student and his welfare.
Some students need to be reminded,
however, to respect and not to abuse the

New Indentities And Purposes

New Department Created At EKU
r.„.

I

i

^r~*r-y Progress and development ■».-dsavors.

Anthropollgy and Sociology. Although the provisions of this department have been available
for many years, the forthcoming year promisee
new Identities and purposes. It Is a very unusual and construcUve development for an academic department to develop as this one proA Unique Feature
One unique feature of the Department of
Anthropology and sociology. Although the prostaff Is new at Eastern this fall. Bach new
member brings with him a wealth of training
and experience. As this group of professional
social scientists take up their duUes on campus,
they are welding themselves Into a team which
should be worth watching during the coming
yvsWh
The following U a brief biographical sketch
of each of the new members of the Department
of Anthropology and Sociology.
Professor Robert H. Sanders is the new
chairman of the Department of Anthropology
sad Sociology. Dr. Sanders Is forty-five years
old, married and has two children. He attained the Ph.D. degree In 1980 at Washington
State University. Since that time he has taught
social psychology and marriage and family relations in several universities, has been In prl'. its business, has been awarded several post-

DR. ROBERT SANDERS
Chairman. Dept. of Antropology and Seotok.gr

sail

Dr. Sanders' office U In Roark. room

of age. Is married and has five children, one of
which is a freshman at Eastern. His residence
is In Lexington. He received lus B.S. degree
In Psychology at the University of Louisville
and he received his Master of Science and Social
Work from Kent School of Social Work In Louisville. He Is presently employed as the Assistant
Professor of Social Work at the Kent School In
Louisville. As a field Instructor In Social Work,
he brings a wealth of experience to this vital
field of study. His course concentration, the
field of social work. Is to be taught »*««*.«.
6 to8:80p.m. to Roark6.
Mr. Joel Hurowtts comes to Eastern from
graduate study at the University of Louisville
aa Instructor of Sociology. Mr. Horowitz Is a
bachelor, Is twenty-eight years of age and he U
particularly interested in political sociology and
•octal stratification. Mr. Horowlts will have
office space In Roark, room 8.
Mr. Richard O. Swartxbeugh will take up
his duties as Assistant Professor of Anthropology and Sociology. Mr. Swartsbeugh's wife
Is also to be employed hi a *^-hlng potltfrm at
Eastern. Mr. Swartsbaugh la soon to complete
the requirements for the Ph.D. degree at Onto
State University. His dissertation topic U Uksly
to be held In high regard by his coUogues. His
of nee will be room 8 In Roark.
Dr. James M Walker comes to Eastern from
an exciting background of activities. Dr.
Walker holds the Th.D. defies and whan he
completes his work toward the Ph.D. degree, he
will have two doctoral degrees. Dr. Walker la
to be Assistant Professor of Sociology and Anthropology. His academic and firnfesalunal
background Is very strong and well benefit him
to make lasting and valuable contributions to
Eastern. Dr. Walker la married and has two
children. His office to to be In QmWuum, room
216.
A Southerner en the Staff
Mr. Vance B. Wtoenbaker Is to take op
duUes as Instructor of Sociology. This man to
a Southerner by birth and education, having
been born in Vakloeta, Oa. twenty-five years
ago. and having received most of his education
at Florida State University. Mr. Wtoenbaker
to married. He to a very sincere young man
and is anxious to be helpful whenever possible.
It to certain that the serious student win be
greatly rewarded In studying with this new
staff member. Social problems and minority
group relations are his areas of specialisation.
Mr. Wisenbsker's office to to be Roark, room 8.
So as to allow these new men to become acquainted with the students in Sociology and
Anthropology courses, there are several plans
being worked out for Informal "chats." The
first of these occasions to to be an evening coffee
hour hi the Student Union Building. The date
and time for this event win be announced later.

services rendered by the Infirmary.
We are proud of the advances that
have been made available through the Student Health Services and hope that these
facilities will continue to grow in proportion to the rest of the institution, and finally
culminate in a full-sized clinic or hospital.

Unique Registration System
(ACP)— Texas Tech la the only college In,
the nation where students have no one to blame
but themselves for late registration times, report* the Dally Toreador.
At Tech, top Students register first under
the coUeg-e's unique scholastic rank-order system of registration.
Only graduate students and entering freshmen are not Included In the scholastic order
time assignments. ').
To determine a, .student's rank-order number, the total number of hours and total number
of grade points the student has accumulated
are added together. Students with higher numbers receive registration time priority.
Grade point averages are not considered.
A person may register before someone with
more hours than he has by having better grades.
Entering freshmen were allowed to register
during the summer, or If unable to prereglster,
were given the first day. Previously, freshmen
registered last

war
(EDITORS NOTE: The PROGRESS
Itself to be more than Just snuthor new.
and so from tune to time we will publish on Its
pages literary works by Wasrem sladuaU and
faculty. The following poem, the Ufa* such
work to be published by the PROGRESS this
year, la a composition by Michael Stokes, a
senior political science major from MoaUceUo.)

By MICHAEL STOKES
I walk the fields where once was shed
The blood of men, a thousand dead.
A week ago their hopes were high
As they were told to fight and die.
These poor young fools who think they're
brave
Are only pawns in a deep dark wave.
A wave of hate that sweeps the earth
And drains the land, its gifts of worth.
Gone from the earth is love of peace,

Souvenir SalesBuild Clinic
(ACP)—The small South Vietnam** village
„ of Long Yen may have a new medical cttnic as
a result: of fund-ralshkg efforts by iilnlllsjnSi
State University's chapter of the People-toPeople Assn.
The chapter raised 8800 by selling Rose
Bowl souvenirs at airports, railroad stations
and bus depots as tour groups were leaving for
Pasadena.
This money and 11,000 more to be raised
by fund-raising projects will be sent to the
village of Long Ten, which has a population of
about 3,000, to build a five-room medical *Hni»
The MSU chapter hopes to staff the clinic with
a male nurse and a pharmacist, according to
Judith Rice, chapter president. Present medical
faculties have only one midwife.

This young man's war will never cease
To cause these men to wither away
Where once they lay a field of bay.
These young men's mothers all bad sons,
And when they were four they bought them
guns.
Rifles at seven and the seed was sown
That would see them die and never come
home.
And here in this field is the word of ail
A tourcb, a cannon and a cannon ball.
And on this cannon is written bis oath
"Take life and peace and destroy them
both."
'
I

Help From The Greeks
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article la
reprteted from the Sept. ft, IS**, tosoe of The
Caristlaa Science Monitor.)
HELP. Nearly 30 years ago Greek letter
fraternities initiated HELP week. They raked

•E&SSaf r*TS*ff*'~~ Jv*"
***9 atadeat aoUvtom of a constructive
sort is very much on the rise. More -fttihnta
than ever hater* are looking for ways to hah)
those around them.
On moat campuses than are Imsni of
student groups who tutor school children and
high-school students, serve hi boys' clubs and
work hi social agencies.
Across the United States this kind of action
group is fast becoming a fixed part of the
college
Instead of students signing up for a hay
rtde, they sign up to plan a hay Ale for anm
children who never saw hay.

"* 'A Definite Improvement'

Constitution Revision Receiving Strong Support
By EDWARD T. BREATHITT
yjtfjf Governor of Kenf'-'y, JS-^
The revised state constitution to be
submitted to the people for approval in die
Nov. 8 election will give tie Kentucky
farmer a special property tax break he does
not have under the existing constitution.
If be decides to use his land for farming, he may do so under the new charter
without losing in property taxes. The land
can be assessed at a fur value for farm use,
and not at the 100 per cent sale value it
might have as a subdivision, or an industrial
or commercial site.
The tax relief feature of which I speak
and others in the proposed document are
prompting farmers, farm organizations and
related groups throughout Kentucky to endorse it notwithstanding opposing action
taken by directors only of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation in early August.
RECC, KBA SUPPORT REVISION
I was tremendously encouraged about
probability of voter approval of the revision
recently when, after I addressed them, both
the Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation, representing some 280,000
farm families, and the Kentucky Bankers
Association adopted resolutions supporting
it
During the same week, revision was
endorsed by the executive board of the Kentucky Council of Churches, representing 13
denominations with huge total membership,
by the Kentucky Welfare Association, and
by the Kentucky chapter of the Interstate
Association of Personnel in Employment
Security.
Approval previously was given by the
Kentucky Education Association, the Kentucky Bar Association, the Kentucky League
of Women Voters, a group of 26 college
and university executives, the Kentucky
Automotive Wholesalers Association, die
Commonwealth's Attorneys Association,
and the Friends of Kentucky Libraries.

In unanimous endorsement of revision,
the State Commission on Agriculture declared it will advance progress of Kentucky's total agricultural industry, as well
as the overall economy. It added .that
millions of dollars can be saved farmers and
other taxpayers by a reduction in the cost
of public school financing through elimination of unnecessary restrictions in the
present document.
This group of agricultural leaders, including Burl St Clair, a former president
for years of the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation, and Robert Green, president of
the RECC, also noted that revision, by cutting in half the number of elections, can
save the taxpayers at least $2,185,000 in
election costs over a six-year period.
Better Services To Farmers
Under the new charter, the State Department of Agriculture can be strengthened
to provide better services to fanners through
career leadership. It would provide for appointment of the Commissioner of Agriculture, if the Legislature desires to make
this change, and would not limit him to
one four-year term, as at present Career
dedication in agriculture is as important, I
believe, as in commerce, finance, revenue,
or health.
Local farm bureaus throughout the
state have endorsed the changes which
would bring Kentucky's 75-year-old constitution up to date. A poll of farm bureau members was taken at this year's Shelby
County Fair. The result was 100 for revision to 18 against it. Other polls also
have favored the new document, although
some of the people questioned were undecided.
The RECC at its meeting in Louisville
recognized this situation in its resolution by
declaring "We urge our membership to consider this issue carefully and to study the
proposed document thoroughly. We be-

lieve that such a study will lead to a favorable action in November when the new constitution is presented to the voters tor m&*
approval."
The bankers' association called the revision "a definite improvement" over the
present charter and said: "We do strongly
urge that each voter thoroughly inform himself on the provisions of the instrument before making up his mind, and then, and
only then, cast his vote for what he believes
is best for all Kentucky and not just his own
selfish interest."
•
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: The fcUewtaf Btorsry
contributions are student written and reprinted
here from "Chips," student publication of
Lather College, Deeorah, Iowa.)

The President And The People
By RALPH McGILL
President Johnson has not been going
to the people in any direct political sense.
But he has been going to them, and in the
routine and the outward appearances,
though non-partisan, the subtle force of
politics is present. The President has not
been kissing babies, but he has been nice
to Republicans who find themselves on the
platforms. He is aware that the people
like to see a president and he knows too
that he has a rapport with most of them.
It does any president good to get away
from Washington. The President, whomever he may be, is a^political animal. The
Constitution makes him so and so do the
statutes. The people, that ubiquitous mass,
also look on him as a political animal. They
— are delighted if he is a human one, as President Johnson is. He is the man in the
White House, surrounded with power, decision and troubles.
The President's Daughters
But he also is a man with two young
daughters, both of whom have behaved admirably. They are both sweet, very much
alive girls, with minds of their own. Their
performance has disappointed the types
among us who hopefully watch the President's family for some flaw about which
they may wag their wattles over materials
. or a glass of dry sherry such as the more
genteel folk prefer. These harpies did so
enjoy the troubles of the Roosevelt children.
The parents were, of course, to blame. But
Luci and Lynda Johnson have disappointed
them grievously and, of course, this is unfair to them.
The harpy, or vulture set, was all prepared to have a great time with Mrs. Johnson. The name Lady Bird made them
merry at cocktail parties between sips of
their favorite tipple and nibbles at the little
' pieces of dead fish or dead-fish spreads on
tow calorie crackers. But hope turned to

ashes as Mrs. Johnson was revealed as a
lady not merely of good looks and manners,
but of intelligence and taste. Not only
that, but she had seen her country grow
ugly with billboards and used car dumps
spread along the highways, and with neglect
and despair. Mrs. Johnson is having—has
already had—a constructive influence on
making the country more beautiful.
The Vie* Nsm Ittberitsnce
All in all, the Johnsons have been unfair to the harpy and culture set.
The President has had a hard blow
from fate. He did inherit the Viet Nam
tragedy. He is right to fed he was—and
is—morally right to stay there and try to
work it out.
The American people are a fickle tot
There are yet organizations who attract paying members to protest that fact the United
States "pulled out" of China and left Chiang
to dog it to Formosa. We have not pulled
out of Korea yet. There are still 50,000
U.S. troops there to prevent a takeover of
South Korea.
We obtained an armistice in Korea. It
is one that must be watched and guarded.
. The critics say we must have a ceasefire in Viet Nam. The President says we
will cease fire when the infiltration of
troops from the north is brought to an end.
It takes two to make a cease-fire. The
President has had an unfair shake from
much of the world's press and some of his
own in this area.
The people seem to respond to him on
the nonpolitical journeys. Unless the
American people totally have lost their
judgment, they know the President is doing
his best—and that it is a very good, betterthan-average best. They know, too, he
gets things done. No president has a better record of accomplishment.
So, we will wait and see about 1968.
(UMtaM UNkrn* Baa «f«mn, be.)
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Eastern And Its Fine Arts
JAMBS LASLEY
Ait Dept.
The Eastern Art Department has scheduled
a varied selection of eight exhibitions to be preeented in the departmental gallery daring the
present school year. Now on display are representative, examples from a published collection of studies In color compiled by Josef Albers.
The publication. "Interaction to Color" Includes
both a text plus a port folio of visual materials,
the latter being reproductions of work by the
author's students.
Optical m—ISM
Albers' "record of an experimental way of
studying and teaching color" Involves the recognition of the deceptive potential in color.
He has set up and Illustrated solutions to color
problems Involving discrepancies between physical fact and "psychic effect"—the psychic effects taking the form of optical muttons,
Optical Illusions, Albers contends, "leads
us to 'see' other colors than those with which
we are confronted physically." instances where
one color repeated in separate color remtton-

ships may appear as two or more colors, while
two or more colors in various relationships may
appear as one are of particular interest to the
author-artist; his other concerns Include color
illusions of transparency, space, etc
Albers ccnclndee that by illustration the
relativity and instability of color through practical exercises the deceptive quality of color
can be realised in an effective and advantageous
manner. The solution to color problems "will
lead from a visual realisation of the Interaction
of color to color to an awareness of the Interdependence of color with form and placement.''
Gallery gtissflm

The examples tat the gallery are afforded
with relating textual material providing expiations and viewing suggestions.
Coming exhibitions will lnclud.
art faculty work. Invitational presentations from
other Kentucky universities, and the spring Student Show. The gallery Is open to the public
as wV ~»J$KU faculty and students; gallery
hours are 8 ajn. to 5 p.m- Monday through Frl- ,
day, and 8 a.m. to 13 noon on Saturday.

Red and Blue
red and blue
■ a drab yellow ylrl in a corner
and a ijray boy in a chair
the little crib emits its crying
and somewhere the water drips down
the wall from the over]Holding tub
gazing at the building it almost hit him
a blind man sells newspapers at the curb
and little boys are screaming extra
the egg is spoiled
— Tim Kuss

Afterthoughts •
IVc stumble through life
Always searching, seeking for some unknown'quantity —
Something to complete us.
We build walls around ourselves
And spend a lifetime protecting them.
But sometime, someone comes too close.
For a brief moment we feel the warm

Things Are Certainly Looking up at the Front,
but-Oh! My Achin' Backlash"
Distributed by the JGos Slrujeles 'Slmes SYN DICATE

The President and the polls
President Johnson's slip in the public
popularity poll* has sonfething to do with
him, of course. But it is also indicative of
the trend of events In the world and nation and the way events alter and shape
the mood of the country.
When things are going well, the President gets the credit. When they go poorly,
he gets the blame, whether or not it is in
bis power to change the situation.
Back in May, 19(54, the Louis Harris survey found that 78 percent of those questioned rated the President as doing a
good or excellent job. Today the figure
has dropped to 54 percent. It is actually
below 50 percent in all parts of the country, except the South where it has been
rising. .
The Gallup Poll's figure in August
showed 51 percent approving the way the
President was handling his job.
The Harris survey recorded dropping
public confidence in Mr. Johnson's handling of the economy, civil rights, the
antipoverty program, farm problems,

!■■■■■■!

Terrace Helpy-Selfy

Your New York Life
Agent on the Campus

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400
ALL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE
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labor-management matters, taxes, and
cost of living. It attributed this to the
inflation threat, stock market drops,
racial violence, talk of black power, criticism of the handling of the war on
poverty, prolonged strikes, and the jump
in food prices.
While the Harris Poll stressed the domestic scene as holding the key to the
President's difficulties, Dr. Gallup in a
U.S. News & World Report interview sees
the unsettled Vietnam conflict as Mr.
Johnson's - numbersbne public opinion
problem, followed by civil rights.
It is the continuing drop in the polls
that doubtless influenced the President to
barnstorm the country. He can take comfort in the fact that other president, have
dropped dangerously low and bounced
back.
Much can happen before 1968. It is still
too early to predict that Mr. Johnson will
have trouble regaining the White House.
But he is not likely to ignore the signs
which indicate he might well find himself
in serious difficulty.

GEORGE RIDINGS, Jr.
CLASS OF '64
New York Life Insurance Company
111 Bennlngton Court
8SS-4SS8

Life Insurance Group Insurance Annuities
Health Insurance Pension Plans
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We let some of ourselves trickle out
And receive a part of someone else.
Joy! such ecstasy in being loved and in
loving!
The height of feeling and strange tears
smart oilr eyes —
A happiness too beautiful.
But what happens?
The oneness leaves and becomes two
once more.
Waves of pain surge over us
Almost drmvning our love of individuality
The door between our rooms was closed.
Who shut it? . . . you? . . . or IT . . .
or Time?
I fear in the end we must stumble alone.
-Linda Lee Aaker

"If you're too busy studying to do your wash,
let our attendants do it for you.''

boa you
PRESCRIPTION
RIPTTON EYEGLASSES

2 Blocks off W. Main.
Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets

CONTACT LENSES
BUDGET TERMS

MONPRHBD OPTICAL
135 W. Short

EXCELLENT SERVICE IS SPELLED

STOP and SNACK at

BURGER BROIL

The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburgers
and French Fries.
Vanilla • Strawberry ■• Chocolate

Broiling makes the difference
Wast Mais Streot

(STUDENT OB FACULTY)

Makes You Eligible for
Special Consideration

See our Sign on the way to Jerry's •
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Shakes:

Your "I. D." CARD

Coin Operated Laundry

"Figure On Banking With Us"
TWO CONVENIENT lOCATIONS- MAIN STREET & BIG HILL AVENUE

Rush of wholeness engulfing us,
And a tiny crack appears in our walls.

Reprint from The Christian Science Monitor
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CITY TAXI
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Richmond, Ky

When freshmen at Eastern
Kentucky University in Richmond, Ky., ask upperclassmen about a good station at
which to buy gasoline, they'll
probably be told to visit the
College Ashland Oil Service
Station.
Collage Ashland, operated
by dealer Rues Rymell, has
been building its reputation
among college students and
local people In this way for
IS years.

LEXINGTON

R

Ph. 2S4-45S3

Y-M-E-L-L

The Friendly Man wfrtn Too Pa
■lund >oySi Coins ay ana
Get Acquainted."

What could make a station
so successful T "Good service
and a friendly smile," says
Russ. "And good merchandising, a clean, attractive
station and well-trained employees play important parts.
Good service station employees are hard to find these
days, but Russ always seems
to find them—and close by.
Over the years he has employed more than 100 college students, many of whom
have worked at his station
for all four years of their
college lives.

It's a winning combination
at College Ashland Oil Service—Russ Rymell. Ashland
products, service and a solid
reputation.
—Part* of an article
taken from the
ASHLAND OIL
DEALER.

Stop In At The College Service Station
/"
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EASTERN HOLDS DOWN SIXTH SPOT IN AP BALLOTING
The Eastern Maroons are currently rated sixth in the nation
In the' last Associated Press poll which was released last week.
The Maroon* riding on a three game winning streak hope to
boast their ranking after their 27-6 win over Murray.
Eastern received a total of 36 points for their sixth place
ranking and received one first place vote. North Dakota State
Is the current leader receiving five first place markers and a
total of 96 points. North Dakota, Montana State, Sul Ross, and
San Diego State are the top five teams respectively.
Middle Tennessee, who the Colonels face this weekend, Is
tied for tenth with Arkansas State, both receiving 23 points.
The other member of the OVC receiving some mention was Western. The Middle Tennessee game should stack up to be a real
contest as does every Middle-Eastern game.
Middle leads in the series with 10 wins against three defeats. The last time Eastern defeated the Blue Raiders was In
1862 when they won 28-8, but the margin of victory has been
one touchdown or less for the last six Middle victories. The
Blue Raiders have won the conference championship for the last
two years and have finished no worse than second In 11 years.
This game will be a big one for both teams and the winner could
very easily be crowned the conference champ.
STUDENTS WILL RECEIVE DISCOUNT
Coach Kldd announced that any students will receive a discount on tickets for the Middle Tennessee game this Saturday.
Mike Smith up-ends Murray quarterback Toby Thomason
Kldd urged the students to try and make an attempt to get to
as linebacker Rich Sivulich converges to add the final touches.
Murfresboro for the conference showdown. Middle has won 17
straight games over a three year span and if the string Is to be
ust before Eastern and Mur- effective In the slop that Kidd
broken, Eastern Is the team to do it. Student support was really
. hit the field for their Ohio
outstanding in the rain marred Murray game and If you can get Valley Conference football en- was able to rest many of his
starters after Intermission.
down to Murfresboro it may be well worth the trip.
counter last Saturday, Colonel
(Ed Kuehne, who worked in
HEADHUNTER-RENEGADE OF THE WEEK
Coach Roy Kldd commented: the pressbox during the first
This week's Headhunter of the week went to BUI Brewer, "I Just hope it doesn't rain."
half, suited up and saw action
sophomore, tackle from Xenla, Ohio. Bill has been playing
When Eastern and Murray hit in the second half.)
exceptional ball this year for the Colonels and was given the the field, it was raining.
But Kldd was quick to praise
award of the week. Brewer blocked an outstanding 81 percent
Kldd's
concern was well- Murray's determination.
"We
against Murray. Coach Kldd said that "BUI has been playing
founded
but
proved
unnecessary.
had the good breaks early In the
tremendous ball all year for us and he la a vicious blocker."
To
begin
with,
he
was
worried
game," he said. "Coach (Don)
The Renegade award went to senior co-captain Mike Smith
from Glasgow. Smith played an outstanding game this past about his passing attack, which Shelton has a young team but
accounted
for
111
yards
and
one
they wouldn't quit when we built
week and demonstrated his ability to run In the mud. Smith rethat lead."
turned one kickoff 30 yards to set up. a Maroon score and ran touchdown In the first half.
(Starting quarterback Jim
back five punts for a 13 yard average.
Eastern had a 27-0 halftlme
Qulce didn't even play in the cushion but the Thoroughbreds
second half.)
were able to halt several Colonel
Kldd also had a fear that the drives in the second half.
OVC AND OPPONENTS SCORES
Eastern 27—Murray 6
speed of tailback Herman Carter
The victory was Eastern's'
Middle Tennessee 33—Western 0
would lose its effectiveness on third in as many starts and set
Morehead 14—Tennessee Tech 7
the muddy turf. Carter re- the stage for a showdown with
Austin Peay 28—Southeastern Missouri 27
turned the opening kickoff 71 OVC power Middle Tennessee;
The Citadel 3—Bast Tennessee 0
yards to set up the first of three
The Colonels were rated sixth
Central State 28—Flndlay 7
Eastern touchdowns In a 10- in the nation in the latest Asmlnute span, leading to the 27-6 sociated Press small college poll
victory.
and the Raiders were breathing
(Carter also sat out the se- down their necks in the No. 10
cond half.)
slot.
In fact, the Colonels were so
So next Saturday's contest at

Smith Nails Murray Quarterback

LANTER MOTOR CO.

The Colonels down Murray 27 to 6 in a mud-soaked contest.
Murfreesboro not only will play
an Important role In the conference but also will carry prestige
on the national level.
Eastern had three scouts
watching Middle Tennessee run
roughshod (33-9) over Western
last Saturday. They reported
back to Kldd with nothing but
praise for the Raiders.
Kldd said Coach Rubber Murphy's squad was sound In every
phase of the game. "They'll be
ready for us," he warned.
Turning to the Colonels again,
Kldd singled out Bill Brewer as
his offensive standout In the
Murray game. The "renegade
award is a rare honor for an interior lineman but the coaching
staffs grading system showed
Brewer was 81 per cene effective against the Thoroughbreds.
"We consider 60 per cent will
win football games so we naturally were well pleased with Bill,"
Kldd said.
Cornerback Mike Smith earned the "head hunter" award for

218 WEST IRVINE STREET

Ascot Striped Oxford

Just Around the Corner from the Court House

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up,
Carbureator and Ignition Work,
Also Transmission and
General Repair.

■

f rames the edges ot stripes with contrasting
color, etches them on deep tone grounds,
result; a striking new expression in striping* . ..
this superior cotton oxford comes in colorfrarnud stripes of pumpkin on blue,
•lusset on green or green on gold
*n
... tapered Hugger body.-

"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"

Dial 623-4434
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defensive prowess. He recovered
one fumble, was in on eight
tackles and average 13.4 yards
In five punt returns.

Golf Team Teas Off
DUllgent practice on a volunteer basis is the characteristic
of the '66-67 Eastern golf team.
Ed. Luxon, "Boogie" Jim Martin, "Par" Ron Roby, Jack Good,
all juniors with John Cowan, a
sophomore and Paul Schultz, a
freshman, spend many of their
hours during the week, driving,
chipping and putting on the
links at the Madison Country
Club.
Ron Roby, one of the outstanding returnees from last
year's team, suggested that this
pre-season effort Is necessary If
the team Is to win against the
schools of Murray and Tennessee. Ron believes that these
schools will be "the most trouble."
The team hopes that with
hard practice teamed with the
experience of the five returning
letter-men that the 1966-67 Golf
season will be a winning one.
During: the 1965-66 .season the
Eastern llnkmen placed 3rd in
the OVC, 2nd In the Murray Invitational, which la a Major
College Tournament and posted
fc 13 wins and 4 lost record.
OVC Games for This Week
Eastern at Middle Tennessee.
Austin Peay at Western.
East Tennessee at Tennessee Tech.
Morehead at Murrey.

By CKAIG UfMBRHAN
for 48 yards to the Murray IS,
The rain Can sad so did the SSf^d^Ootes* » good
Murrey Thoroughbreds as the
Eastern Colonels struck for
Three plays later,
three touchdowns in the Initial tailback. Carter, took a pitch10 minutes of play and than out on an option play from
methodically moved to thai quarterback Gulce and out27-6 conference victory before maneuvered the Murray de5,000 fans who braved the cold. fense for the final IS yards t*
Inclement weather In Hangar the end sons. Rlggs kicked and ,
Stadium Friday nlaht
the Onion Us led 31-0 with 4: M 1
The Colonels produced an ef- remaining In the first quarter.
fective ground attack led by Pfaadt -"in ,L
Bob Beck and Herman Carter
lAte in the second quarter
and a defense which allowed
Murray only eight first downs of play. Eastern _
while forcing numerous fum- Pfaadt intercepted
bles and three pees intercep- pass of the young
tions.
the Murray 45. On the _
Herman Carter took the play from scrimmage. Colonel
opening kick-off on his own 16 field general Jim Gulce unyard marker and moved leashed his golden arm hitting
through and around the Murray wmgback John Tasei with a
defenders until he was bumped beautiful 43 yard scoring
out of bounds on the Murray strike. The try for the point
18 yard one. Beck buUdcaed after was blocked, but the
his way over left tackle for 11 Colonels held a 37-0 lead as
yards, and on the following the teams retired to their replay the sophomore fullback spective I11—liia rooms for
carried the entire middle of halftlme Instructions.
the Murray line the remaining
■astern, a team which many
distance to place the Colonels feared could not go m muddy
on the scoreboard Mike Rlgge wet weather, «*-tr-rHtd all
booted the point after and East- doubts of those who braved the
ern led 7-0 wth 14:04 left In steady rainfall which never let
the f rst quarter of play.
up throughout the ball game.
Faogha FwiSilus
Fullback Bob Back, who carMurray's Don Paughn re- ried for 78 yards in 18 tries
ceived the ensuing kick-off and la the initial half alone, led a
returned the pigskin to the 36 very convincing Colonel attack.
yard line where he was met
Quarterback Gulce, although
by a host of Eastern defenders hampered by the rain, conand fumbled with the Colonels nected on nine of 11 aerial atSidney Teldell falling on the tempts which aetted 111 yards.
treasured nnoausiluu.
Lavish praise should be given
After two line plunges and to defensive unit which held
a Jim Gulce to Aaron Marsh the 'Brads to only 51 yards and
pass had netted SB yards, full- four first downs ht the openback Beck answered the can ing half.
of duty as he hurdled the final Middle Temsessea Next
three yards to reach the "land
In the second half of
of milk and honey." Riga Eastern
mentor Roy giidbooted the P.A.T. end the Col- elected to keep
regulars on
onels held a 14-0 lead before the sidelines forIdsfear
getMurray had run an offensive ting them Injured on theofsloppy
play.
field end to get a chance to see
After an exchange of punts, his reserves in action.
the Racers found themselves M Backs Tim Speaks, Don ■effaced wth a fourth down situa- fort, sad Foster Harris led the
tion. Murray punter Curtis Colonel offense to numerous
Keen lofted a boot to the East- scoring opportunities, bat the
ern 37 where senior safety and Inexperienced Colonels could
co-captain Mike Smith took the not produce the trnportant
wet ball and picked his way scoring play.
^

Racketeers Tour Florida
Eastern's tennis team faces
a challenging schedule for the
upcoming season.
The Racketeers will encounter the University of Tennessee, last year's Southern Champions, for the first time.
The addition to Eastern's
competitive schedule of Rollins
University team, when went
undefeated last year, win make
Increased demands on the Eastern Kentucky University team.
Other fine teams that Eastern will engage for the first
time this year are: University
of Florida, with four MH—I
rated players, Jacksonville University, Bast Tennessee Uni-

versity, and Morris Harvey, in
Charleston, W. Va.
in addition, the regularly
scheduled teams of University
of Kentucky, Morehead, Marshall, Louiaille, and last year's
OVC tennis champions, Western, will be played.
The returning lettennen to
the team are Sparky Snyder,
Junior; Kent ratiMm. Junior:
Mike Jeffries, "huuor; Steve'
Bursty, Senior; Cindy Rigglns,
Sophomore; and the aewcom
ere, Tom Davis,
Bruce GiUaspie,
he

i

GARLAND
JETTS
STORE

IDEAL
RESTAURANT
241 W. MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, Ky.
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The Mark of Quality in Hens Furnishings and Sportswear

Every day as you eat in
Restaurant... you have a chance
of eating a free meal « . . if the
Solden Fork is in your napkin.

PRINGLE SMtttlBtS

WILLIAM A. "SILL"

for Gals and Guys
v» • JswSaaPJ"

MANZ

• MB*

133 Windsor Drive
rhone 623-4460

COLLEGE LIFTS "Joe Clica.«
PICKS THE WINNERS
OVC
WINNER
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
AUSTIN PEAY
i^f™!!!"88™
MOREHEAD

Jantzen

LOSER
EASTERN
WESTERN
TENNESSEE TECH
MURRAY

Sweaters

WEEJUNS'

Palm Beach

Sport Coats
and Suits

Other Major College Games
ALABAMA
ARKANSAS ...
NOTRE DAME
LOUISVILLE .
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
PURDUE
KENTUCKY

£»T™ 8TATE
•I?"™"
Tgrr
UCLA
XA VIST*

«^T™SL..
f0^™"* CAL
NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS

v

CLEMSON
BAYLOR
ARMY
DAYTON
FLORIDA STATE
GEORGIA TECH
MISSISSIPPI
IOWA
VPI

Sta-Pruss
Slacks

Sty*

MICHIGAN
NAVY
OKLAHOMA

212 WATER STREET

RICE

rU^E,

CINCINNATI
WASHINGTON
ADAMS STATE

THE COLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF
AMERICA featuring the only life Insurance plan designed
especially for college men, sold exclusively to college men.
Ask now about THE BENEFACTOR."

H: I. S,
Lev?

Eastern Kentucky University
University of Kentucky

• Ohio State University
• Ohio University
• Purdue University
• Miami University
• University of Cincinnati
• Bowling Green State U.

ETT

&

-3H

■iNCOmrOaATBD

200 i 214 mm STRUT

Farah
Shoes
Bats
Florshiam
■

Freeman
Mainairs
Cobblars

1

X-Country Suffers Loss
At Ball State Meet
Colehour run a swift 20:00 for
Eastern'! cross country team
split over the weekend as they the four mile course and Sholl
defeated Taylor University last finished fourth with a 20:36
Friday, 82 to 33, but was then time. Courdter was eight 21:06,
defeated by Bail State 17 to 37. Beasley 11th 21:27,.Burke 13th
This was the first cross country 21:55.
defeat In three years for the
Coach Smith said that he
thin clad runners.
be surprised " Bal1
Grant Colehour broke two wouldn't
State would win the NCAA
course records with times of small college cross country
21:26 at Taylor and 20:00 flat championship this year. He
to elapse the Ball State course also stated "We've no excuses,
mark by 14 seconds. Doug they're the best.''
Courtlier ran second behind ColeEastern will face OVC foes
hour at Taylor with a time of
21:47. Ivan Sholl was fourth Western and Morehead this
21:52, Harold Burke sixth 22:11, Saturday at 10:30 at the Madison Country Club. This will be
Jim Beasley 22:05 was ninth.
Ball State, termed "as the the first chance the Maroons
best team we have faced in will get to see what the OVC
three years'* by Coach Smith, competition has to offer and
defeated the Colonels 17 to S3. Smith figures Western to be the
This loss broke the three year team to beat as they have done
winning streak which found the a lot of recruiting in the New
Maroons
completely running Tork state area and have a lot
away with their previous meets. of talent

Intramural Schedule
Time

neld
Tuesday, Oct.

Teams

4:10
4:10
4:10
5:00
5:05
5:00
6:00
6:00
6:00

Hotdogs— All Stars
Circle K—Line Busters
007—Miners
Dodgers—Spartons
Loved Ones—PBR's
Pit Rovers—Angels
Combs—4F
Greens—Stingrays
McCreary—Seagrams "
Wednesday, Oct.
Vikings—OCI
Sultcasers—All Stars
Off-Campus—Hotdogs
Bearcats—Hedonists
SCD—Spartans
Raiders—Dodgers
Royals—Martin 4
Knobbs—4F's
69er's—Combs
Thursday, Oct.
Circle K—Miners
Line Busters—OCI
X)7's— All Stars
Onee—Angels
Drop-out problems are "level- an increase of S9 million, he Loved
PBR's—Hedonists
lag off" in Kentucky's public said.
There were 199 separate build- ?lt Rovers—Spartans
schools,
according to State
Greens—Seagrams 7
Superintendent of Public Ins- ing projects completed this sum- Wngrays— Martin 4
mer
for
use
in
the
new
fall
term.
truction Harry M. Sparks.
Monday, Oct.
Because of this, he says, about These Include 15 new high McCreary—4F"s
schools,
seven
Junior
high
25,000 more students are exelementary /lklngs— Hotdogs
Kted to complete the school schools and 19
Sultcasers—Off-Campus
n this year than last year. schools. Additions were made Circle K—OCI
Estimated enrollment Is about to 52 high schools, eight Junior Bearcats—Dodgers
the same for the two years -»■ high schools and 98 elementary 3CD—Raiders
675,000 students In the first 12 schools. Sparks said these new '»ved Ones—Hedonists
grades In Kentucky's 260 school faculties will drastically reduce loyals—Combs
the number of students on doudistricts.
Knobbs-—etor's
Among educational advances ble sessions.
Students will ride to classes CJreens—Martin 4
this year noted by Sparks are
new and expanded schools for In 411 new school buses this
about 30,000
students, new year, compared with 382 new
purchased last year,
buses, and a "record level of buses
State financial support"
, Sparks said.
Further efforts toward total
He said the State will spend
$217 million this year, an In- integration will be carried out
crease of fll million over the during this school year. Sparks
1965-66 term. Of this, 1148 said, with special emphasis on
million Is allocated under the 31 all-Negro schools In 19 disMinimum Foundation program, tricts.
fwatMrinq

4:10
4:10
4:10
5:05
5:00
0:05
6:00
6:00
6:00

J;3
4:10
5:05
0:06
6:06
6:00
6:00
6:00

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners
"Martinizimj"

623-3939
DINNER 1.25
BUCKET 3.50
BARREL 4.50

VOLKSWAGENS

People drop by for dinner unexpectedly? This kind of
emergency can send a good wife crying for help. What do you
do? Such an emergency is our specialty. We'll cook up a
batch of Kentucky fried Chicken and have it on your dinner
table before voaknow it. Just call us. You've Jot our number.
-- -rfJqsaUiO'ejinii -••"•
u..i... TV r- --■ .■-rt«j«4aeuii/'»Ji«ci
at*

f

COLONEL
MgHMAvemie

A Carload
For The Colonels

ieCream

DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANT

Did 423-4158

Richmond. Ky.

SERVICED EXPERTLY

For Your
Snacks
and
Things

DONUT SHOP

-

,

Stocktons
Dru&s

"made fresh daily"
15 varieties

Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
College By Pass
NEXT TO CONVB,IENT FOOD MART
r*&*A^**tsiw^M&+>^vwi+**+^**+*+MP*w

Canfield Motors

Main Street

311 W.

Pay 5

champion. Southeastern United
States indoor two mile champion, and also captured the
OVC three mite crown in track.
Coach Connie Smith believes
that Grant will be one of the
leading contenders for the N.
C. A. A. individual cross country championship this year.
Cordler was) a stand out distance runner at Magadore High
School In Magadore, Ohio. Last
year ha suffered an Injury during cross) country season, which
also handicapped him In track.
Doug underwent surgery this
summer add promisee to be a
great asset to this year's team.
If you've thought about a
Eastern has bean one of the
trek to Murfreesboro for the
top crew country teams In the
Eastern-Middle Tennessee
country over the last three
game, but suffer financial
years, accumulating a 19-2
1 Last year's
won, lost rsoord.
woes like most students,
team won 10 consecutive meets,
here's a little incentive.
defeating BIS 10 powers Iowa,
All Eastern students with
Illinois and Indiana. They comtheir ID cards will be adHOT MY HEAD
»>i«t*d their season by winning
mitted to the game at student
Two Murray defenders try to knock down a Jim Qulce aerial,
-_ OVC title. Coach Smith
rate. Middle Tennesse Is rabut their attempt was fruitless as all they got was a little
expects another strong team
bid football country. That
mud off of Gulce's helmet
this
means the Colonels will need
all the student support they y>rWWw%wVwlrVwVWWW^VWV^^WWWW**W^
can get The game not only
will play an Important rote
In the Ohio Valley Conference, but also carries national
prestige.
So why not pack up a carload, pool your gas money
and head for Murf reesboro.
By the way, when you get
to the game, let the Colonels
know you're there.

The MOST In Dry Clstwawg
Phis a 3-HOUR SHIRT LOUNDRY
TwoDrive-ln Windows

W»d., Oct. 5, 1966

Grant Colehour and Doug
Cordler have been selected cocaptains of Eastern's cross
country team for the 1966 season.
Colehour, a sophomore from
Rockford Guiliford High School
In Rockford, IU., enjoyed a
very successful season as a
freshman last year. He was
OVC Individual cross country

4:16
4:10
4:10
0:00
6:00
■5:05
6:00
6:00
6:00

66 Drop-Outs Won Back

In an enerfeawy,
rail this number.

Eastern Profit—,

Cross Country Team
Selects Co-Captains

It's
PURKEY-S
FOOD
MARKET

OLDSMOBILE

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

All Makes Serviced

Open Till
10 P. M.

J0HHSOH OUTBOARD MOTORS

lit] Hil Avn.

Across Prom Krogera-Phone 623-4010
-■wrtwi"*

A*

i6f h n k

MARIOS-

TONY'S DX SERVICE
COMPLETE LINE OF VW PARTS

finest in Kalian and
American dishes.

«

Phone 623-9743

623-3248

Your Favorite Meeting Place.
Pirns, Sandwiches and Complete Dinner

"CALL US

FOR YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS'
>i>

DINE & DANCE IN OUR PRIVATE
CAMPUS ROOM
(Admission through ID Card)
SOUTH SECOND STREET
623-5338

Don't just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make * -oise. jpr **>4rk
Sprite* the
noisy soft
drink.

We Print It the Way
You Want It...Exactly

that did you do
•ban Joe (Boxcar)
■rkczpaluj was
kicked off the
football teaa Just
because ha flunked
eix out of four of
his aajora? What
did you do, Wallace
MlddendorpT
And when the
school newspaper's
editors resigned in
protest because The Chancellor wouldn't allow the
publication of certain salacious portions of
"Night In a Cirl's Dorsitory"
you Just sat, didn't youT
You've nade a aocksry of your
Ufa, Wallace Middstteorpl
You're a vegetable.
Protest, Wallaos Middendorp.

Whatever your printing needs, you can
confidently bring the job to us. The
bigger, the better we like itl Envelopes
to catalogs, we're precision equipped
to handle it all!

FASHIONS FOR HEN
iW' UO BAST MAIN STMHT

PMONS SIS-5STS

RICHMOND DAILY REGISTER
SECOND ST.

"'

RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

40475

RICHMOND, KY.

ANB ZUfitltKL
*

WE JUST COULDN'T
irrwy TT QUIET.

drink.
Open a bottle of Sprits at
the next campus speak-out. Let
it fizz and bubble to the
■asses.
Let its luaty carbonation
acho through tha halls of ivy.
Let its tart, tingling
exuberance infect
with excitenant.
Do these things, Wtailce
Middendorp. Do these things,
and what big corporation is
going to hlra you?

^—*

Eastern Prog rest,

CAROLE STEVENS
PX'i Stm Taldag Pledges
The Penning Rifles Pledge
Program Is still open to all
Basic Reserve Officers' Training Corps Cadets. Company R-l
extends a cordial Invitation to
the Freshmen and Sophomore
Cadets to pledge Pershing
Rifles.

Page 6

Pants Suits Becoming Increasingly Popular For Casual Wear

CM * pa©?
By NANCY KAY PRINZEL
Wemen's Editor
Circle K Selects New
Sweetheart
The Circle K Club Introduced
their new pledges at their last
meeting. The pledge period will
run from Oct. 3 to Nov. 4.
Miss Carole Stevens, a junior elementary education major, was selected as the Circle
K Sweetheart of September.
She Is a native of Wheelwright,
Ky., and transferred to Eastern from Lees Junior College
In Jackson.
Campus Call Cards, a major
Circle K service project, will be
distributed to freshmen this
week. Anyone else wanting a
new Call Card may obtain one
by seeing any Circle K member.

Wed., Oct. 5, 1966

The Pershing Rifles is an
honorary military society organised in 1894 by Gen. John
J. Pershing, then a second lieutenant instructor at the University of Nebraska. Company
R-l of Eastern Kentucky University was chartered in 1955.
Any Cadet wishing to pledge
the P.R.'e should contact any
Pershing Rifleman, to find out
how to pledge the Pershing
Rifles. Drill periods are every
afternoon, Monday through
Thursday, at 1015 hours to
1715 hours and the second drill
period at 1715 hours to 1815
hours. The sessions are In front
of the Alumni Coliseum. In
case of inclement weather, drill
is in the upper corridors of the
Coliseum.
Newman Club Make
Father John McGuire, chaplain of the Newman Club Is
calling an obligatory meeting
for all Catholic students on
Oct. 6, at 6:30 p.m. in the Grise
Room of the Combs Building.
The purpose of this meeting Is
to make further plans for the
Newman Center. It Is vitally
Important that every Catholic
student attend.
ACE to Have Pledge Party
The Association for Childhood Education will have a
"Pledge Party for Membership" on Oct. 5, at 7 p.m. The
event will occur In the Blue
Room of the Student Union
Building Cafeteria.
Mrs. Ross, who works with
the cerebral palsey children,
will be there to talk about how
ACE might help her.
All elementary education
majors Interested in joining
ACE are welcome to come.

1
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Pants Suits
For Winter

«9> \

wl

W

W "^M
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stem and be cuffed or cuttles*.
The term "pants suit" is one
that has caused much eonfusion In the minds of women
who follow the stories of fashion trends. They wonder about
By NANCY KAY PRINZEL
the designation of some trouser
Women's Editor
outfits as pajamas, some as
After a few seasons of timid- slacks with any type top and
ly trying to make a hit on the others as a pants suit
new fashion scene, pants suits
The word suit for one thing,
have finally arrived. They're means just that when used to
no longer just a matter of con- specify these costumes. They
versation, or on display just consist of pants and jacket that
for novelty. They seem to have were made to be worn together
and aren't mixed at random as
finally won acceptance.
As with every type of fash- an ordinary pair of slacks
ion, though, they do have a might be topped with various
time and a place. It Is not like- coats or sweaters.
ly that you would be greeted
■U4e For Outdoor Wear
with enthusiasm by your colThey are made for outdoor
lege professor In the classroom, wear and have that took, whereyour minister In church or the the pajama is usually in a soft
maltre d' at many of the bet- and delicate fabric associated
ter restaurants.
with Indoor wear.
But for a visit to the counEven with the heavier fabtry or vacation tat a mountain rics, strict tailoring and manresort, or even a walk on cam- nish touches, the pants suit
pus during one of those cold still comes through with femiwindy days, you would be right nine flavor. If iPs worn by a
In step with the most fashion- woman who looks the part—
able women.
and In the right setting—it can
■be as ladylike as grandmother's
Styling and Fabrics Vary
shawl.
The styling and fabrics vary,
of course, on these suits, but
Herringbone Pants Suit
a few basic design elements
Appearing here is Miss
appear over and over again hi Kathy Worth. She la showing
many Unas and in many price a brown herringbone panto
ranges.
suit Kathy is a sophomore
Jackets are almost always a from Cincinnati. Ohio. Bier
long length and many of the Mouse is a light blue tailored,
military touches so popular this button-down collar shirt Kathy
season. Epaulets and nautical !• also wearing the popular
brass buttons give the officer loafer with this outfit as many
Impression but do not detract college girls do.
from the feminine look.
Maid Pants Suit
Various Types of Closings
Miss Lynn Sunderland, a
Double-breasted rttmingi or sophomore from Lexington, Ky.
enes that button down one side Is appearing here in a moderonly, are another Indication of ated plaid suit of blue, green
this trend which is going and grey. Her slacks have a
through an categories of fash- button down pocket on each
ion.
hip. Lynn is also wearing a
Surprisingly, there ■earns to pale yellow button-down collar
be more variety in the silhou- shirt to blend In with her color
ette of the panto themselves. scheme. She has a brown leathThey may have low-slung Up- er belt with a large gold buckle
hugging tops, ben-bottom ten » give her pants suits that
or ones as straight as a pipe 'Western

l*.-

E6pj
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MISS KATHY WORTH
Brown herringbone pants suit.

MDM LYNN SUNDEBLAND
Moderated plala of blue, green, and grey.

Central Music Co.
Richmond's Only|
Record Shop

Eastern Students and Faculty
BULOVA, LONGINES, RONSON,
TIMEX, GRUEN, RONSON, KEEPSAKE, ZIPPO, ARTCARVED

WELCOME TO
tttDBO^M DK3

Mtflf D«fiSTORE

NAMES YOU KNOW AND TRUST —
ALL LESS THAN REGULAR PRICE!

Sim. .DIA^ -"ST

Plenty Of Free Parking
bnaj....;_. i. ... <

THE FINEST IN MUSIC"

Located Corner First and Water Sts.

KESSLER'S

»

lit*

4

RICHMOND* ONLY DISCOUNT JEWELRY
Begley Drug Next Door
623-1292

SHOP MONDAY Tr#ffie»fT*T3l|
SATURDAYS 9 to 8

HOME COOKING

TOYLAND—
NOW OPEN!

You Are Always Welcome at v.

Lay Away Anything In The
Store Until X-Mas!

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
Home of those delicious

WESTERN AUTO
135 W.Irvine

home-made biscuits

Richmond

A23-9969

South First Sim

Compliments of

MOCS

FIRST FLASH ON CAMPUS!

MADISON NATIONAL BANK

Back-to-campus-bound? You're first flash on the scene with the greatest
classic of all time . . . your favorite penny moc. Mocs pair up perfectly with

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

all your fun-tivities in Cordovan, Blue. Black and Dark Brown Smooth leather

uppers. SizeS 4 tO 10 AA, B

ELDER'S

AS SEEN IN SEVENTEEN. 7.9" to 9.99

RCHHOMDS FAMIY SIGH
OKI 1193

.,

MAIN STREET

and

WATER STREET

CoMfiE

for after-class hours —
match sweaters; slacks 1
Worsted wool sweaters with important fashion
details. Celery, white/contrast trims.. 34-40.
Complete the total look with proportioned
rayon/nylon stretch slacks, detachable stirrups.
Petite 6-16, average 6-18, toll 8-18. Wool ftanhel stovepipes. 6-18.
long-sleeved colorfully embroidered
slipovers _•—
——11 98
Your choice of finely tailored, solid,

UK m CHARGE IT!
^mmmmmm^mm

8.98

intern eVogreas,
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Japanese Grad Student
Teaches English Here

Dan Owings Recounts
Of Summer Experiment In Holland

Placement Notices

Campus rlck__

fl MOVIEJB

Interviews are continuing to the Placement Office and all
students desiring to talk with representatives from the numerous
HIRAM BROCK
schools, industries, and government agencies that visit our cama
good
reason
why
NATO
and
AUTITORIUM
pus, should come to the Placement Office, room 18, AdministraBy JOYCE LEE
catalogues and I chose Eastern
tthe United States are faVOMMg tion Building, and sign for a definite time.
Progress Staff Writer
By SANDY STEWART
talked about to the NetherTakaharu Yamakawa Is a because it was Inexpensive and
This summer Dan Owings. a lands. Everyone there has
rather famous in the educaforeign language teacher. He tional
senior from D»yton, Ky., took something nice to say about WRiaHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, Ohio will have a
field. I Just thought this
OCTORER. 194*
teaches English in Japan. Eastrepresentative to Interview students for various management
part In the Experiment in In- us Americans."
was
the
best
place
to
come."
em's new Japanese graduate Yamakawa is an education
October
4—Tuesday
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5
People Attrae* Attsnttos,
ternational Living.
student arrived at the univer- major and an English minor.
trainee
positions
and
computer
programming.
"YOUNG
CASSIOr'
sity Sept 12 at 12 o'clock noon. He plans to remain in the
On June 24, his trip began
More than anything, the peo- THE BRLANOBR-ELSMBRB SCHOOL, Erlanger, will have a
"I haven't had time to feel
Rod
Taylor
and
ple
attracted
Dans
attention.
from
the
Kennedy
Airport
in
representative on campus to Interview teachers for the first
anything rtew yet," he said. "I United States for one or two
The windmills, the flowers, the
Julie Christie
New York. He arrived to Brus- people and the general «££°£
grade and sixth grade.
had trouble here finding my years, depending. "I want to
sels the afternoon of the 2otn. mVnt were a few of the objects
permanent room. Until Uua get my masters degree as soon
as possible—the language Is a
Dan then traveled to Harrlen, that Dan captured on Ms THB^ENErRAL7El3crWC CREDIT CORPORATION. Ctocto- October 5—Wednesday
week I */as quite busy."
great handicap." This semesin the Netherlands, from Brus- •amera. An interesting 'act of
natl Ohio will interview students Interested in a sales financYamakawa is a high school
he is taking nine hours of
sels, Belgium. He spent one the people is that they have
"DAVID AND USA"
ing career with their company. Interviews will begin at
English teacher from Nagoya. ter
sociology, semantics and 1
week's training to a orienta- on. of the longest life span.
9:30
ejn.
Keir Dullea, and
a metropolis of two million peo- guiatics.
tion period, getting familiar
ple, the third largest city In
known.
Janet Margolin
with
the
new
surroundings.
Sang About Kentucky
Japan. He has been in the
Dan, a sUtory and chemis- DANVXLUC PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Danville, will be Interviewing
Living
in
Amhetn
elementary
teachers
for
their
school.
United States since Aug. 17,
The 29-year-old graduate stu"•"• —
i try major, commented
CODUMBIW thatal
*r~LT»
8
arriving in Los Angeles by dent Is very much Impressed
October 6—Thursday
After the one week's stay moat everyoB« speaks at least THE ASHLAND OIL AND RBFTNDia ^^NJ;* "^'
win have a representative on campus to talk with all stuDan traveled by chartered bus four languages, Dutch. Oerboat.
with Kentucky and the univer"HOLD ON"
dents Interested to a career with their company.
to Arnhem. Netherlands, which man a^mi, and French.
sity campus. He related that
Traveled In TJJJ.
U
on
the
extreme
east
near
the
Herman's
Hermits,
Kentucky
was
already
some"The living quarters were
"I made a lot of friends ort
German border. It was here that really very comfortable. !■*»»- T^WO^D&R^N^ SCHOOLS. Versailles, will begin
board ship, some who were what famous In his country by
Shelley Fabares,
tatarvtewmg at » ajn. They will Interview for both elehe lived for a month with the ed to a corner row home which
planning .to travel In the states Stephen Foster's "My Old KenSue Ane Langdon
mental and sscoadaiy positions.
deJangh family.
had a large yard, and was comby bicycle. One gave me a let- tucky Home." "I sang this song
ter and I dropped in on his In school In Japan," he laughed,
Dan pointed out many inter- paratively a modern ,"•**»•
A
family. /Before I came to Ken- "now I am here."
esting things that he observed room home." Dan said. The Sa^AN OOUNT?^CHOOLS, Harlan. wUl Interview an taachOctober 7—Friday
tucky, I traveled through San
while
living
in
Amhem.
Everyfamily
Dan
lived
with
was
^^TSlnterested
to teaching to their school system. They will
Several aspects of Eastern
"HEROES OP
i Francisco, Chicago, New York. life did surprise Yamakawa.
one rides bicycles . . . even peo- mlddleclass family; the father
beffin their interviews at 8:30 a.m.
ple in their eighties. It fan t was a grader for high school THEiSEARS. ROEBUCK AND COMPANY, Atlanta Ga., wUl
• Washington. D.C.. Wyoming, "The buildings here are standTELEMARK"
haveVrepresentative on campus to tall you about youi• op. Nebrislta. Michigan, and Ohio, ing closer than I ever Imagined
every day that you see thatto and Junior college coiraepondKirk
Douglas, and
portunltlsi for a career in retailing. Interviews begin at
America," remarked Dan. The ence work. "And. oh. yes." said
ha said.
from the catalogue," he volun"A friend who attended San teered. "Also, In Japan most
weather to Arnhem, Dan com- Dan. "they did have two daughRichard Harris
Jose State College In California of the buildings are classrooms.
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, Owensboro, will have
mented, 'is rather damp and ters."
advised me to come to the There are few dorms. Classes
cooL" Dan went on to say that, "It will be so good to get
a representative on campus beginning at 9 a.m.
October 8—Saturday
United States to study," Yama- are over at 4 o'clock so the stu•the rain doesn't seem to ■back home again. I was only
kawa explained "I wrote for dent can return home."
the people there, they home with my real family 46 TH^KENTON°COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION.# Indepen- "BATTLE OF THE SEXES"
Five Lasses Selected bother
just wear plenty of raincoats minutes before I had" to get
dence; win have a representative on campus to talk with Peter Sellers,
Social Life Is Universal
and go on about their work. ready to come back to Eastteachers for their school system. They are to need of a
*j juouuuouqu&aiutMiUuvaJwU
Social life on campus corre- As New Majorettes
As for the Dutch eating; em," remarked Dan.
Constance Cummings,
math teacher and a girl's PJL teacher Immediately.
>
sponds closely to that of Japan. By JUDY WIGGLE8WORTH habits, Dan stated, "The food
Robert Morely
"For me it is not unusual to
Thursday, Sept 22. was a fa very good. It fa »°«*'y
see kissing scenes during the high flying day for seven lasses starches because tbey pas
Music
Department
night—I am old you know.
things like Tapioca pudding.
October 10—Monday
However, in Japan they don't on the campus, for this was the I'm not extremely fond of that
Forming New Band
"THE CHASE"
want to be seen by others." day of majorette tryouU. Re- particular dish. Very little
The Music Department of Lee Marvin, Jane Fonda
Yamakawa also found It sur- turning from last year's corps meat was included to their
People concerned about Ken- and career opportunities to the
prising to see girls smoking. are Mary Jo Holl and Sharon diet"
tucky's rising traffic death toU State Police at any Post or EKU la expanding the offer"Mostly men smoke in Japan. Collins. May Jo, a Junior from
frequently say, "We need more the Division's Bureau of Per- ings In the band area this year. Selected Short Subjects
Love of Flowers
If girls smoke, we think she Fairborn, Ohio, will serve as
Gerald Grose, new to Eastern,
State Police." Now there's an sonnel at Frankfort.
aoloUt
and
feature
twlrler.
Even
though
the
tulips
are
is ah . . . naughty, well, not
Al Programs!
Governor Breathltt's budget, is forming a band to read and
opportunity to help to getting
Sharon,
a
sophomore
music
not
in
bloom
until
spring,
Dan
a reserved person."
approved by the 19M General perform new, significant works
them.
major
from
Wheelwright,
wl"
noticed
that
every
window
to
"The freshman caps were so
A drive fa under way to ob- Assembly, provided for pay in- for the wind band. Any student
Ticket Office Opens
the neighborhood where he
funny," the Japanese student perform the duties
creases for State Police and of the University who has had
observed. "The same kind are majorette.
lived people displayed a beau- tain recruits to begin a cadet the addition of 00 troopers to previous band experience is in7:00 P.M.
used for kids in kindergarten
The new majorettes consist tiful arrangement of fash training class late this year. each of the two fiscal years of couraged to take part in this
On* Snow Only!
in my country."
of three freshmen and two flowers. He said, "It fa Just Officials of the Kentucky De- the state blennlum which be- new group. The course number
Food Prices Appear High
partment of Public Safety, of gan July 1.
166G-2 for one-half hour per
Admission: 50c
sophomores.
Shannon
Logan
a.
«*««££,»£
&3een!
Another observation that
the State Police DivisKentucky's traffic death toll semester credit The group will Chiludren under 12, 25c
Sandra Reeve, areboth »ay^ ^™nfreBhnem, that which
may be familiar to many other and
ion
fa
a
part,
report
they
have
rehearse
in
100
Foster
on
MWF
from Wheelwright, nnessi ana u tUted "Could been experiencing difficulty to fa running over 100 ahead of during the sixth period. For
students at Eastern concerned freshmen
Kay
__iy McCauley^a
Mccauley, a -ocl- onejeel. DanjUUd.^ ^ the recruiting campaign. They the pace to 1960 when, to all, Information see or call G. K.
high food prices. "They are ology major
from Middlesboro, that everyone ususlly gets up
much higher than I expected,"
frankly say they would ap- 910 were killed.
Grose, 207 Foster Bldg.
out the freshman ros- so
Lets help, encouraging young
Yamakawa expressed. "At least rounds
early
and
gets
a
head
start
preciate
help to urging young
ter.
New
sophomores
chosen
men
to
take
advantage
of
the
one dollar goes at a tune. In are Carolyn Thomas and Mary on their tasks."
men, of all races, 21 to 30 years
Japan 360 yen is equal to a Ann Sanders. Carolyn fa the
Dan liked his travel accom- old, who are high school gradu- careers offered by the Stats
dollar. I could get my meal fourth majorette In this year's modations. "You can travel ates, to apply. Information may Police, and thereby aid In savthere for approximately 100
group from Wheelwright. Mary from one side of the country be obtained about qualifications tog lives.
yen, about two-thirds less."
to the other to six hours on a
Takaharu Yamakawa is a Ann fa a music major from train." Dan pointed out The
jn't be confuted by
Spring, Va.
friendly, interesting person. Glade
new group performed country fa very flat and relahaucer-get Cliff's
Welcome him to Eastern's cam- lastTheFriday
tively
indefensible
and
this
fa
night at the Eastlotes. In language
pus. You might even greet him
..ist's easy to underwith "Kon-nlchi-wa" which ern-Murray game, the
home game of the
stand, Cliffs Note* exmeans hello in Japanese.
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West Virginia Alumni Chapter Receives Charter, Elects Officers
nyvale, Calif. Mr. Dickman la
New Alumni Chapter
Mrs. Henry B. Rapp (WTLFLOYD D. TOTH, '61, is em- at Bridgetown Grade School. Davls-Monthan AFB, Arts. His
Miss MARY ANN WADE be-1 were married Aug. 6, 1966 at
The Wtit Virginia chapter, married to the former Jean LIA JEAN SLATTERY, '49) U ployed by the Southern Ohio His residence la 7744 Euclid mailing address Is 8829 Alexcame the bride of RICHARD the Ashland Avenue Baptist
of Eastern", Alumni AssocU-1 g«£ jft *&£?&£; a fourth grade teacher at the Manpower Training Center in Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 46248. ander (D-MAFD). Tucson, J. SANKO, '62, oh Aug .19, Church in Lexington. They wflg
San Jose Unified Elementary Jackson. Ohio, on the business
GLENNA A8BURY DOD, Arts. 85707.
Uon was presented their char- Thelr
^..W.residence
? is•»«.
1966. Richard Is teaching art spend the coming year hi
321 ,(-,,__.
Madrone
in San Jose, Calif. Jean education staff. His address is '65. is a teacher of business at
ter on Sept 24, 1966 at a din- Avenue, Santa Clara, Calif. school
Ensign JAMBS L. McCOS- at Quibbletown J.HS. in Pis- Hanau, Germany where George
and
Henry
reside
at
393
NotRoute
1,
Jackson,
O.
48640.
Warwick Valley Central High KEY. '65, is presently serving cathway, NJ. Their mailing is stationed Address: Spec. e
ner meeting.
Following the
tingham Way, Campbell, Calif,
JOHN A. CALLAHAN, '61, School, Warwick, N.Y. Her admeeting, the group attended the 95061.
the U.8. Beatty, a de- address is 87 Princeton Road, George P. Arnold, US 52614763,
HERBERT R. HUNTER, '41, and have one son, Henry, II la aales representative for An- dress is Box 12A, Route 1|| aboard
Eastern - Marshall football
stroyer, based In Norfolk, Va. Ptseotaway, NJ. 08854.
874th Per Ser Co., APO New
who ia now 7 years old.
chor
Hocking
Glass
Corp.
and
and
OPAL
THOMAS
HUNTWarwick,
N.Y.
10990.
iame. Officers of the new
aerving as Electronics Officer Bledsoe-Schulte
York. N.Y. 09165.
LAWRENCE
A.
BURK,
'50,
resides
at
723
Katherine
AveER,
'42,
are
the
parent*
of
a
lumni Chapter are: president,
WITH THE SERVICES
Mies LINDA FLO BLKDand would love to hear from
JUNIOR ALUMNI
has moved from New Jersey to nue, Madison Heights, Mich.
22-year-old
son.
Herb,
and
reCecil Washburn. '30, 2937 MaA daughter, Lynns Marie filSAMUEL J. MeNEILL, '68. his classmates. His address Is: SOE, '64, and JACK SCHULTE,
02
Illona
Drive,
Cincinnati,
48071,
with
Shirley
and
their
side
at
13
Faye
Drive
(Wincon Street, S. Charleston,
48218.
four children, Michael, 4, Mark, earned his D.D.S. at the Uni- U.8. Beatty (DD-766), care of '65 were married on Aug. 27, bert, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
W.Va.; vice president, Harry ston Park) Covington, Ky. Her- Ohio
1966 and are residing at 2971 J. Elbert. 6009 Bolo Court.
versity of Pennsylvania and is FPO, New York, N.Y. 09501.
LAWRENCE T. MORRIS. 3, Karen, 2 and Kevin, 1.
bert
Is
maintenance
clerk
for
Smiley, '65, 806 Churchill Drive,
now a Captain,, U.S. Army
DIANNE HENDRICK8. '66, Four Tower Drive, Cincinnati, Louisville, Ky. on March 18,
'80, is Personnel management
Shell
Oil
Co.
and
Opal
teaches
Mrs.
JOYCE
O.
HALSEY.
Charleston; and secretary1966. She was welcomed by a
specialist, 1st U.S. Army, Ft '62, head of the science depart- Dental Corps, Ft Polk, La. Dr. received a 22,600 graduate Ohio 45238.
treasurer, Winston Mayfield, in Covington.
brother. Tommy, Jr. Mrs. filMcNeill Is married to the form- assistantshlp at Purdue Univer- Crowder-Wueox
KENNETH PERRT. '42, has Meade, Md. He ia married to ment at Leestown Junior High er
•M, 16 Mohawk Trail, HuntSusan McCall and they reDianne, a physical educaMiss Helen Virginia Crowder bert was the former ETHEL
accepted a position with Par- the former Lucille Goodlett and School In Lexington, was one side at 661 Magnolia. Newi- sity.
ington.
tion major, was given the recently became the bride of SCHELL, '58.
sons College at Falrfleld, Iowa. they have five children, Linda, of six math and science educa- lano.
La. 71461.
scholarship largely on the basis GEORGE THOMAS WTLCOX, _ A son, Christopher Thomas
CLAUDE D. ADKIKNS, '36, Ken and SHIRLEY, '42, reside Sharron, Jennifer, Vickl and tors in the United States to atBrig. Gen .ADRIEL N. WIL- of her high scholastic stand- '64, In Nashville, Tenn. The Canada, to GERALDINE, '65,
Box 77. Batavia, Ohio 45103, at 406 North D. Stret, Apt. 2D, Tamaon Jo. The Morris family tend a space-oriented matheLIAMS. '38, is the new direc- ing. During the summer Miss. wedding took place at East
Is teaching chemistry in the Falrfleld. Iowa 52556 and have resides at Route 2, Box 22,
Thomas f>nada of 4226
matics seminar at the Univer- tor of transportation at U.S. Hendricks worked at a sum- Methodist Church on May 21, and
Glen Este High School, Clncin just recently become Life Mem- Arnold, Md. 21012.
HlUview
Avenue,
Louisville,
sity
of
Akron,
Ohio.
Mrs.
Halnatl. Ohio.
JAMES R FLEENOR, '66, aey was selected to participate Air Force headquarters. Gen. mer resort at Geneva-on-the- 1966. The couple Is residing at Ky. 40216. Geraldine has bees)
bers of the Aumni Association.
Lake,
Ohio.
Williams previously was depu101 Joyce Avenue, Dayton employed by the Watson Lane
Mrs. EMMA BARBE CHADDENVER SAMS, '43, wa la director of Title I and Fed- in the seminar through her ac- ty commander of the Military
KBM MANION and SYLVIA Manor Apt*., Apt IA, Chatta- Elementary School.
WELL, '35, reclved her MA at promoted to the position of dl eral Programs for the Rich- tivities In NASA sponsored Airlift Command's 21st Air
nooga,
Tenn., where George Is
JOSEPH M DUNN. '50,
the University of Cincinnati rector, division of Applied mond City Schools. Jim la mar- science institutes. Included in Force at McGulre AFB, NJ. RAMSEY, both '66 graduates, associated with DuPont Co.
are
teaching
in
the
Brevard
Kathryn welcomed their
ried
to
the
former
Katie
Scott
and is now counselor, Florida Science, School of Technology,
the program waa a week's visit The general who helped pioOgdeo-Curry
child, a daughter, Carrie
Presbyterian College, St Pet- Purdue University, Lafayette, and they have one daughter, to the Goddard Space Flight neer assault glider operations County, Fla. school system.
MARIE OGDEN, '65, and
ersburg, Fla. She receives her Ind. Denver and DORSIL- Deborah Lynn, and one son, Center, Grenbelt, Md. Joyce during WW n, Is serving his Kern Is in Cocoa Beach High WILLIAM W. CURRY, Jr., '65, on May 28, 1966. The
mail at Box 712 at the college. WOOD, '43, reside at 1412 James R II. Presently, the and her husband, BOBBY, '69, second tour with U8AF head- School and Sylvia is located at were married on June 10, 1966. receive their mall at Box *T|
Fleenor's are residing at 809 reside at 770 Beavlngton Court, quarters in Washington. He Patrick A.F. Elementary. They Marie Is rate clerk for Hart- Richmond, Ky. 40475.
DON C. BURTON. '36, U North Grant, W. Lafayette, Brockton, Richmond.
Mr. and Mrs. LJ_
are sharing an apartment and
Lexington, Ky. 40503.
commanded the 436th Troop the address is: Shore View ford Insurance, Cincinnati, O. WEBB, '61, named their i
Registrar, Air Force Institute Ind. 47906.
JOHN
PHILIP
MATER,
'86,
RAY B. WIREMAN, '62. has Carrier Group during WW H. Apt D252,- 50 Berkeley Street William is an Ensign to the ter, who was born
Mrs. HELEN W. WALLINGof Technology at Wright-PatU.S. Navy stationed at the 1966. Carmen DeAhnn.
terson AFB, Ohio. He received FORD. '47, la teaching at P.O.1 Box 27, Frenchburg 40322, accepted a position with North- The command pilot flew the Satellite Beach. Fla. 82988.
la
n*w
teaching
in
the
Menifee
western Mutual Life Insurance aircraft which snatched the
Naval Air Station in Penaacola, mailing address Is
his M.Ed, from Wittenberg Uni- Canon Lawrence College in
GARY
B.
WELCH,
'66,
is
County
School
system
after
beCo. Ray has Just completed a first OQ-4A glider out of NorFla. The couple Is residing In Manchester, Ky. 40961
versity, and Is presently resid- Uganda, East Africa. Her adwith
the
Ralston
Purina
Co.
ing
in
Miami,
Fla.
for
a
while.
tour of duty with the U.S. mandy and landed In Europe
Carriage House Apts., 7166 N.
ing at 1950 Speice, Dayton, dress Is Box 81, lira, Uganda,
Patricia Ann la the nemo
at
Pektn,
Ind
The
title
of
his
His
wife,
Gwendolyn
la
at
home
Navy,
and
resides
at
147
Lake9th Ave., Penaacola, Fla.
East Africa.
on the first air evacuation
Ohio 45403.
selected for the daughter of
position
Is
Flock
Supervisor.
with
their
three
children,
John
shore
Drive,
I«exlngton
,Ky.
OsJte*-Alien
QOEBEL HITTER, '48, is asflight after the invasion.
Mr. and Mrs. KENNETH RAT
Mrs. Charles B. Chideater
Gary and his family reside at
sistant principal and athletic PWUp/7, Jeffrey Patrick, 8, 40502 with his wife, the former
JOYCE OAKES and JACK SMITH, '49, on May 11, 1964
Gen. Williams has received 714 North Water Street Salem,
(JEAN B. HENSLET, '39) is director In the Letcher County and Wendy Rochelle, 3. The MARCIA ANN PEARSON, '62.
ALLEN,
both
'65
grade,
were
Kenneth and his family risajj
the Legion of Merit three times Ind 47167.
substitute teacher in the Ham- school system. His wife is the Mayers would love to hear
married on June 24, 1966. Their at 801 Biltmore Road, LouisDONALD E. BOWLING,'63, for outstanding service to the
mond School System and re- former "PENNY" CAUDILL, from their classmates.
WEDDINGS
addreas
Is
P.O.
Box
68,
Morville, Ky. 40207.
has accepted a position aa prin- tt8. His decorations Include
sides at 8646 Linden Street, '51 and they have one daughrow, O. 45152. Jack teaches at
RALEIGH D. KARR, '67, 48- cipal of Indian Lakes Element- four awards of the Distin- Hunt-West
Mr- and Mrs. GARY L STINMunster, Ind. 46321.
ter Susanne, who was one on 145 Illinois, Palm Desert. Calif. ary School at Lakeview, Ohio. guished Flying Cross, the Air
Little
Miami
Local
School,
In
»°*» Peggy Ann Hunt beNETT, '65, welcomed their seoROBERT W. DICKMAN, '40, Aug. 24. The Ritter family re- 92260 teaches industrial arts The school has 22 teachers and Medal, and the U.S. Army came the bride of HENRY S. Morrow.
ond daughter, Terrl Nannette,
Is market planner for Lock- sides at 148 Carlisle Avenue, at Indio High School. Mr. Karr 555 students. Donald's address!
on April- IS, 1966. "Big" sisCommendation Medal. He has WEST, W, on June 12, 1966. Graham-Arnold
heed Missiles 4 Space Co., Sun- Whltesburg, Ky. 41858.
MISS EVELYN JOY GRA- ter, Rhonda Charlene, was ox
received his MA in 1961 from Is Box 2S9, RuaseUs Point, also been' honored with the Mrs. West also attended EastEastern Michigan University, Ohio 48348.
HAM
and
GEORGE
RONALD
ern.
Mr.
West
is
now
employed
hand
to welcome Terri at Routs
French Crete de Guerre with
and ia married to the former
BARBARA ELLEN SOW- Palm and Thailand's Most Ex- with Owene-Potter-Hisle Ac- ARNOLD, both '65 graduates,!, Sinai, Ky.
Susann Pierce.
DERS, '63, received her MA alted Order of the White Ele- countants, Lexington. The
WHITNEY VOIERS, '89. hao degree at Eastern in 1966 and phant with three clasps. This young couple are residing at
a new position aa Kentucky is now in the English Depart- outstanding service to his coun- 3492 Lansdowne, Lexington.
Representative for South-West* ment at Eastern. Her mailing try earned for Gen. Williams Nr—
ern Publishing Co. and his new address is 209 Broadway, Rich- the Outstanding Alumnus
ALMA FAYE NBVBL8, '65,
address la
206 Esperanza, mond, Ky. 40476.
Award from Eastern In 1961. was married to (Landon Carter
Tierra Linda, Frankfort, Ky.
He
Is
married
to
the
former
Sexton
oh Jan. 29, 1966 and
JOSEPH P. LAYMAN, '63,
40601.
By JOYCE LEE
j program, these 66 students
accepted a position In Mary Daly and receives his they are both employed in the
GRANT H. BALES. '59, ia Louisville, Ky. atAtoarton »»j» £_«»» **■ ****• McCreary County School SysProgress Feature Writer
would probably be »w«"g the
claims manager for Hartford
tem and making their home ni
Sixty-six was the final score! nation's unemployed. It Is also
J^'n B1LIJNOS WfcHJey City, Ky.
Insurance Co. of West Tennes- High School teaching, »^ | ^'A^f J
after the coaches from Wood- significant considering that less
football. He wul have L i£ SJX 2S°,LX^Z^lSl
see and Western Kentucky and coaching
a
footh.ll article
.rtirl. "Defensive
"lW«m*«l»^' ^eTTSdMSted flW the
ford County, W.Va. visited the than 830 was spent per student
a
football
resides at 88 Alta Vista Drive,
Armed Forces Staff College,
The marriage of Miss MARY students at their own homes, in this program; society would
Point
System"
published
In
Jackson, Term, with MART Coach & Athlete Magaxtne— Norfolk, Vs, on June 24, IMS. JANE HAMMEL, and FRED questioned
them
concerning probably spend much more Ix
RUTH, '66, and their, daughHe Is now In Taiwan with the LEWIS BALLOU, Jr., both '66 their reasons for dropping out of unemployment cheeks If these
the
September
Issue.
His
new
ter, Toml Louise, 6. Mary Ruth
assistance advisory grade, was solemnised on June school, and m many cases, students remained drop-outs.
Is 2226 (Liverpool Lane, military
is first grade teacher in Jack- address
group, Republic of China. His 17, 1988 at Danforth Chapel helped them solve their prob- The entire project was funded
Apt
26.
Louisville
40218.
son City.
family is there with him and In Berea, Ky. Mr. and Mrs.
so that they could return for approximately 815,000.
WILLA ROSE MULUNS, his new mailing srtitrass Is Box Ballou are residing in Lexing- lem*
GENE KOLAKOWSKI, '69,
to school.
The Appalachla Educational
'64,
Is
finishing
a
master
of
la education assistant. Federal
IS. HQ MAAO (AC of S, P ton, Ky. where Fred entered
The program was one facet Laboratory will follow these
science
degree
in
Anatomy
at
Reformatory, Chilllcothe, Ohio.
* A), APO San Francisco University of Kentucky Dental of a school-to-work project de- drop-outs who returxsd to
He and Anne have four chil- the University of Louisville and 96268.
School this f alL
signed to ease the transition of school to see how they proworking
full-time
as
a
resaJHrh
First Lt HOWARD A. McsUimey-Oope
dren, Gina, 9, Lisa, 6, Paula,
students from high school to gress. The Laboratory will conYOU'RE ALWAYS WELCOME* AT
4 and Jeff, 2. Their mailing assistant in the Orthopedics SCHMTTT, Jr., was graduated
The marriage of Miss LEON A employment
tinue to offer consultative sereaddress is 618 Fourth Stret, Department at Indiana Univer- August 6 from the University's CATHERINE McKINNKY, '59,
the 534 students contact- Ices to the schools sad heap
sity Medical Center In Indian- Squadron Officer School, Max- and Raymon K. Cope took edOf
Wmverly, Ohio 45690.
by the coaches, 66 victories them obtain funds to contlna*
KENNETH B. PARKS, '69, apolis. Her home address; is wen AFB, Ala. Lt. Schmttt place Aug. 14, 1996 at the home were attained when these stuIs Technical Aid for Bell Lab 1101 N. Exeter Avenue, Indian- was selected for the. special of the bride's parent*. Mr. and dents enrolled in school this the program. Through a fflsx
series, A.EX. win also inform
in Burlington, N.C. "Bud" and apolis, Ind 46222.
professional officer training In Mrs. Cope receive their mall at fan. Another 197 are unde- other
school systems In Ms
Patty have four sons, Kenneth,
HOWARD J. HARMON, '64, recognition of his potential as Box 214, ML Washington, Ky. cided whether or not to return. region about the program axd
Charles, Robert Earl and Ron- is a certified public account- a leader In the aerospace force where both are employed in the The percentage Is significant
(
*»** )
ald. Their mailing address is ant with offices at 205 lint land to being iissits.iiaH to BuUltt County School system. oomridermg that without this assist other systems in Initiating similar programs.
Route 7, Box 44, Burlington, Street OampbeUsvlue, Ky. HiN.C.
17x17.
home
address
is
208
Southern
WALGREEN AGENCY DRUG STORE
ROBERT E. MAGOWAN, '60, Avenue, Campbellaville 42718.
is continuing his doctoral work
COY PIGGMAN, '64, resignCorner 2nd & Main Streets
in industrial education at Texas ed his position as line coach
AAM and plans to begin re- at Madison High in Richmond
search work on his dissertation and accepted a job as head
soon, and expects to receive his football coach at Greensburg
degree in June of 1967. On Jan. High School to Greensburg. He
SO, 1966 he was married to received his MA at Eastern
Linda White in the AH Faiths to August in guidance.
Chapel at Texas AAM He and
JOHN DOUGLAS COPENLinda receive their mall at HAVER, '64, is president of
P.O. Box 848. College Station, the Seven Hills Swim League
Texas 77840.
In Cincinnati and Inertias P.83.
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Art student keeps getting the brush-off.
:.
MA* RIB.

I'm a regular Renoir on the canvas, but on campus I |ust don't seem
to make the scene. There was one campus cuNe that used to admire my
paintings, but now she's too busy admiring some guy's new Dodge
„ Dart. She says riding in this guy's Dart is like a rt; every time they go out,
they draw a crowd. What can I do? I just have to see this girl again.
It's not that I'm in love with her, I haven't finished her portrait yet.
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Make your next sitting at your Dodge Dealer's. After you find out how
easy it is to own a Dart, you'll be out painting the town. And don't
worry about finishing the portrait. With Dart, you'll find you have many
models to choose from. Get the picture?
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|u KARAT SLACKS

Pure .jold ... these orioinal, authentic iraditionals
Dy h.t.s never need .in iron because they're PressFree .ind they won't ever crease or crinkle no matter
what you do. Others keep trying, to initate our PostGrads, but there's something stout 'ei* that just
can't be copied! Lines are lean and tapered; pockets,
cuffs and pelt loops are where they sr.ould re (no far
out ideas spoil their clean, un-cluttered look).
Pick a pack of Post-Grads from our terrific assortment
today ... and live, brotherl Newest fairies and •
colors hardly cost you any gold ...
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Here s the picture that's worth a thousand ah's. '67 Dodge Dart GT. Dart gives you more
show and go than ever before, and it still has that nice low price. Plus a long list of standard
equipment. Like padded instrument panel, padded sun visors, outside rearview mirror
carpeting and so much more.
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